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Seabr ook ·and
Sunu nuinD C
By Sarah Minnoch
produced will be very expenWith the November 17 ap- sive."
"For political reasons, it's
pointment of Governor John
Sununu as President-elect going to go on line," saicl James
George Bush's Chief of Staff, Weber, professor of chemistry,
the fate of the Seabrook nuclear whose support of the plant was
power plant is becoming more made especially public in a TV
advertisement this year. "The
and more of an issue.
Opinions of UNH professors reason it's not on line is polvary on the subject of Seabrook. . ideal."
Weber suggested that SeaMost said it is premature to
speculate the effects Sununu's brook is more likely to go on
appointment could have in line for three reasons: ( 1)
speeding up the process of because George Bush will be
president, (2) because Judd
putting the plant on-line.
Stephen Fan, chairman of the Gregg will be New Hampshire's
chemical engineering depart- governor, and (3) because conment, said, "Nobody can say servationalists are taking anothconclusively what's going to er look at nuclear power because
happen. He has never hidden the burning of fossil fuels
his support for the nuclear contributes to the "greenhouse
effect."
power plant."
"I think Sununu genuinely
Coupled with other UNH
professors, Fan was a Seabrook thinks the plant is safe and
technical advisor to the State viable," said Whittemore School
Attorney General's office be- of Business and Economics
professor Richard Mills. "I
tween 1972 and 1983.
"I fear it's an economical disagree with him, but don't
Seabrook's opening may be inevitable John Sununu as Chief of Staff for president-elect George mistake," he said. "The power believe he's motivated politically."
Bush. (Shar9n Donovan photo)
Mills teaches a course in
energy econ<?mics, with nuclear
power a top1C of study. He has
been aware of developments on
Seabrook since its beginning in
1972.
"It's not obvious that (Sunuappointment) is going to
nu's
program.
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UNH Dining Services 'smurfier' without blue .hats
.

By Alex Berger
wear.
Workers used to wear a blue
Lately it seems everyone is
trying to change their image. shirt, bltie apron and a blue
George Bush showed he's no "Gatsby" hat. These workers
longer a wimp, the Soviet Union were commonly called Smurfs,
is trying it's hand at capitalism, because ·of the color of their
and our· own dining halls have uniforms.
Now dining hall workers
finally cleaned up their act.
The workers no longer look wear white collar shirts with
like smurfs, the pay is no longer maroon aprons and white baseinadequate, and there are finally · ball hats. They are presently
enough people working so that called "cranberries," a bit less
we don't have to eat off of paper degrading than smurfs.
Walker said the new uniforms
plates.
Yes, Dining Services finally have a small part in attracting
realized that to get enough students to work in the dining
workers they had to get rid of halls.
Elaine Sampson, student suthe blue hats and pay their
pervisor at Philbrook dining
employees well.
Huddleston Student Super- hall, said she feels the increase
visor Tom Walker said this in appeal has much more to do
semester has shown a consid- with the pay increase than with
erable increase in workers com- the uniform change.
Sampson said in order to get
pared to last year. Especially
first semester when the di_ning even more students working at
hall was forced to close down Philbrook they set up a table
the dishwashing room and serve outside_the entrance of the hall
food with paper plates and and may be having ~ table set
up at registration in January'.
plastic eating utensils.
According to Sampson, the
"That was the worst it's been
since I've been here," Walker increase of workers also has to
said. He added that the pay do with an increase in high
increase, from $4.5 5 an hour to school students working. She
$5.00 ari hour, has helped to added that college students are
attract students to working at preferable to high school students because the college stuthe dining halls.
Walker said the pay increase dents work harder and can work
resulted from the bad period last later hours.
"Many of them ( the high
year when where weren't
enough workers. The increase school students) have a half
makes the dining halls more hour drive and have to be out
competitive with other jobs in by 7:30 p.m. the college students
can work later," Sampson said.
the area.
Sampson estimated that there
Another change that may
attract students, or at least keep are about 30 college students
them from being turned away, working at Philbrook and about
is the new uniforms employees , 20 high school students.

.

.

•Dining halls before the transformation. (file photo)
According to Sampson, Phil- halls in attracting students
brook has the largest staff of because they have to compete
workers and have had few with the bake shop and Wildproblems with the number of cacessen and businesses in town.
workers this semester.
Even though Stillings doesn't
Stillings has had some prob- have an "ideal" number of
lems with it's numbers this workers, all the essential posemester but is not in danger sitions are filled.
of falling to the minimum
"There are a number of poworker level, according to Stu- sitions that are flexible, that we
dent Supervisor Rupert Brauch. have in ideal situations," Brauch
"The numbers fluctuate, pres- said. "We were close to ideal
ently they' re lower than earlier a few weeks ago but we lost a
this year but it's much better few people since then.
than last year," Brauch said. He
One ocher benefit chat the
added the increase is due, in part, dining halls offer it's employees
to an increased recruiting effort •is a free meal for each three hour
this year.
shift worked.
Brauch said they put up posAccording to Walker, this is
ters and doorknob hangers, an attempt co attract off-campus
along with rfquiting efforts at students who aren't requ~red
local high schools.
. co purchase a meal plan. He
Brauch said Stillings has had added it also allows on-campus
the most trouble of all the dining . students to purchase a _13-meal

plan and still eat more than 13
meals.
Huddleston worker Walter
Wildes, a freshman, has been
working at the dining hall since
September and said he enjoys
his job.
"I like watching stupid people
do stupid things," Wildes said
referring to the students who
eat there.
Wildes said he took the job
bepuse it was the highest
paying job around and it is
convenient to get to from his
dorm.
Although Wildes said his
friends laugh- at him a little
because he works in the dining
hall.
But on payday, making $5 an
hour, Wildes laughs ail the way
to the bank.

'

NEWS IN. BRIEF
Soviets and Afghan
rebels negotiate
Soviet officials and Afghan guerrillas met in a
Saudi Arabian mountain resort Sunday, the second
day of negotiations seeking compromises that could
help end the nine-year guerrilla war.
The talks marked the first time that the Soviets
and the seven-group guerrilla all-iance sat down
together since Soviet troops were sent to Afghanistan in 1979.
The meeting in Taif, a favored retreat of the Saudi
royal family, is believed to include discussions on
a cease-fire and the establishment of an interim
government to replace the current Soviet-backed
regime.
The guerrillas, who are backed by Pakistan and
the United States, did not participate in the United
Nations-mediated Geneva accords, under which
the Soviets pledged to withdraw an estimated
100,000 troops from Afghanistan by Feb. 15.
Half those troops were withdrawn on schedule,
but Moscow suspended the withdrawal because the
guerrillas continued to fight Soviet troops and the
Kabul government.

Sudan gets relief
Two light aircraft flew to the southern Sudanese
town of Ler over the weekend to immgurate a relief
operation for thousands of civilians threatened
with starvation because of drought and civil war,
according to an international Red Cross coordinator.
The relief operation has been launched similtaneously to government and rebel-held areas of southern
Sudan after months of negotiations with the two
sides.

Mission still a mystery

U.S. economy to slow

The military mission of the space shuttle Atlantis
continued under a shroud of official silence this
week, although there were indications that the
orbiter would not return to Earth before today.
Atlantis is under command of the Air Force, which
has said it would give 24-hour notice before the
shuttle's landing but otherwise would maintain
silence unless there is an emergency.
The Air Force gave no information on whether
the five-man military crew had accomplished .its
main goal: deployment of a powerful radar satelice
designed to gather extremely sharp images of
Eastern Bloc military facilities in all weather.
The New York Times reported Sunday chat
Atlantis had deployed a $500 million satelite on
Saturday that, according to civilian experts, could
revolutionize international surveillance.

U.S. economic growth will slow dramatically next
year, reflecting weaker consumer spending and
rising inflationary pressures, economists for the
county's major corporations predicted Monday.
Members of the National Association of Business
Economists said President-elect George Bush should
make reducing the budget deficit his number one
priority but their gloomy assesment of the economy,
if it comes true, would make that job more difficult.
Two out of the five economists surveyed said
the country probably will be in a recession by this
time next year and an overwhelming 88 percent
predicted that the downturn will arrive before the
end of 1990.
The NABE economic outlook, based on responses
from 200 of the group's members, was far more
pessimistic on economic growth, interest rates and
infla.t ion than the assumptions the Reagan administration is using to prepare its final huger request
to Congress.

N.H. fights crime
with hi-tech
Criminologists in New Hampshire and Vermont
say genetics testing will become a "revolutionary"
tool in convicting rapists and murderers. The socalled genetic fingerprinting uses DNA from cells ·
to match hair, blood or other biological matter found
at a crime scene with a genetic sample taken from
a suspect. New Hampshire prosecutors plan to
extend their use of the test in rape cases, and
Vermont is sending Eric Buell, a criminologist with
the State Police, to the FBI in Quantico, Va., for
four months of genetic identification training. Buell
was one of the 15 chemists nationwide to attend
the program.

Gas prices dr.o p
Average pump prices of gasoline have dropped
under $1 per gallon for the first time since early
July after a fall of almost half a penny in two weeks.
The Lundberg Survey of 12,000 gas stations
nationwide showed the average retail price of
gasoline was 99.61 cents on Dec. 2.
The price reflects a stable wholesale market that
saw little change despite last week's agreement
by members of the Organization of Petroleun
Exporting Countries to curb production, which
boosted crude oil prices on the spot market.
The average retail price, which dropped 0.45
cents, includes ali grades of self-and full-serve
gasoline, all taxes and all cash and Ct"edit .sales.~
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Senate·passes four
student concepts
By Wayne LaPorte
this omission would or would
The Student Senate approved not constitute censorship by the
the concepts of The New Hamp- senate.
Senators raised the question
shire .and WUNH la~t night
amidst controversy and heated of censorship because of an ad
in the Nov. 18 issue of The New
debate.
Each student organization Hampshire that depicted Christ
that receives funding from the on a telephone pole. A few
student activity fee must submit senators suggested that if the
a concept of its purpose and word "professionalism" appeared in The New Hampgoals each year.
Following approval by the shire's concept, the paper's
senate, each organization is then editors could be held more
- required to submit a budget for accountable for pri11ted matesenate approval. The SAFC rial.
Student Body Vice President
organizations are Student Senate, The Granite, the Program- Mike Rose opposed this view
ming Fund Organization (PFO), saying, "The student body does
The Debate Society, Safe Rides, not have leverage over the
Cool- Aid, WUNH, the Student cont~?t of the paper; the editor
Press, The New Hampshire, /does.
Jane Harrigan, faculty advisor
MUSO, SCOPE, and the Student
to The New Hampshi-re and
Activity Fee Organization.
The most intense debate assistant professor of English,
centered on the lack of the word said, "It doesn't indicate incom"professionalism" in The New petence on The New HampHampshire's written concept. SENATE, page 15
Discussion questioned whether

'

Hist'a~y profes~or Douglas Wheeler speaking on es~fonage
fast Friday. (Emily Keleman photo)

Wheeler discusses
ethics of espionage
By Kari Bremer
History professor Douglas
Wheeler presented his paper
on espionage on Friday at the
Elliot Alumni Center. Wheeler's
paper, entitled "A Global Perspective on International Espionage," was an "attempt to measure the global presence" of
intelligence activities, Wheeler
said.
Wheeler stressed concern for
the international trend to rely
on machines and computers
instead of humans.
'Tm worried (that) any country will be machine dependent,"
Wheeler said.
Wheeler cited the recent
, incident when the U.S.S. Vincennes shot down an Iranian
airliner in the Persian Gulf, as
an example of human reliance
on machines causing a fateful
catastrophe.
,
Espionage, or "spying for
secrets," Wheeler said, is costing
the United States an estimated
$20 billion annually. That
number is up1fr.om J:he 1!983 .

estimate of $14 billion fonhat
year.
The "scale of financial resources devoted to this activity is
astounding," said Wheeler. He
also said that there are "approximately 2.2 million intelligence
people in the world."
Some of the la'rge American
corporations' intelligence efforts cost more than the budgets
for information gathering of
small or middle sized countries
in the world, said Wheeler.
Wheeler questioned the use
of intelligence gathered by
espionage .
"Instead of just being for
progressive purposes or aggressive foreign policy, it (can be)
for preventing war, stopping
conflict, and resolving conflicts," Wheeler said.
He did give the example of
when the United Sfates informed Egypt that they were
going to be attacked, during the
WHEELER, page 9
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Professors disagree whether the strong push for divestment, as seen in this Washington D.C.'
..
rall~ from 1987, has been affective or not in_stopping apartheid. (file photo)
_
1

/\J)artheid questions linger
By Herman Ejarque
Three years ago almost every
issue of The New Hampshirefeatured a story on apartheid
and the controversy concerning
UNH investments in South
Africa.
Three years ago the U niversity System of New Hampshire
(USNH) had $4 million dollars
invested in South Africa, according to Kim Roundy, manager
of cash and investments for
USNH.
The University divested in
January of 1987, but questions
of how to fight apartheid still
linget.
·
'
Divestment from South Africa has been a hotly debated issue
among many countries, and
universities. On one hand, foreign investment in South Africa
is viewed as immoral because
it supports an economic system
that empowers a minority white
government oppressing a black
majority. .
On the other hand, divestment and economic sanctions
are considered, from a practical
standpoint, ineffective in changing enormous social and political undercurrents.
·
Douglas Wheeler, UNH professor of modern history, said
that four years ago there were
more than 400 American companies operating in South Africa
.and that only 100 remain. Wheeler agreed with Roundy, saying
that although there has been
a lot of divestment, nothing has
changed.
"Let's assume you own a million shares of a company
operating in South Africa,"
Wheeler said. "You divest.
What actually happens? Those
shares go on the market, and
somebody else buys them."
Wheeler says there is a misunderstanding on what divestment really means. He contends
that divesting simply transfers
the shares, and in this case, they
usually go to the white South
Africans.
When these companies go on
the market, Wheeler said, their
share prices are very low, and
the South Africans are right
there to go in for a good deal.
They want to invest, he added,
and capital is available to them.
When foreign companies pull
out, according to Wheeler, the
black population sees a loss of
jobs, school funding, medical ..

clinics, etc. What does not
change, he added, is the apartheid system. "I don't see how
you can argue that there would
be a political effect."
Thami Giyose, a black UNH
student from South Africa;
disagreed. He said that there
is a misunderstanding of what
apartheid really means. He said
that black South Africa wants
and needs foreign sanctions to
fight apartheid.
"People here don't understand apartheid," Giyose said.
"It's not just racism, it's when
the government divides the
peo~le, and enforce it with the
law.
Giyose, 19, a sophomore in
Business Administration, comes
from the Eastern Cape of South
Africa. He says that it is difficult
for anyone to imagine the
situation. They have not been
there and have not lived there.
Giyose said apartheid is when
blacks, whites, and other races
are divided and categorized on
a racial basis. South African
whites are at the top of ~he
pyramid, Giyose said, followed
by Europeans, Asians, Colored
(mixed), Indians, and finally
blacks.
"The darker you. are, the
worse you are," said Giyose. "We
are all [non-whites] oppressed,
it's just that we blacks are
oppressed more."
Professor Wheeler, who
teaches a course entitled History
of Southern Africa since 1820,
said that there are five million
whites in South Africa, three
and a half million Colored and
Indians, and 26 million blacks.
According to Wheeler, blacks
in South Africa have absolutely
no power at the national level.
The white population comprises
14 percent of the population,
yet owns roughly 80 percent of
the land.
The governing laws of South
Africa, Wheeler said, do not use
racist language, and they do not
appear racist, but they do make
distinctions. There has been
some progress in recent years,
such as the required travel-pass
system, which was abolished,
but the system is still basically
apartheid.
Aq:ording' to Wheeler, the
predominant legal restricitons
are where people can live according to their race and how
the governing power is divided. ·

The social implications are
inferior education for blacks,
limited job potential, and poor
housing.
Giyose said another m·ajor
restriction is that interracial
relationships are banned, and
that social life for young people
is severely hampered.
"You can't go to clubs,"
Giyose said. "At 6 p.m. you have
to be out of the white section
and in the black section, which
is the slums."
Giyose attributes apartheid
to racism~ which he says originated from selfishness. "The
whites figured they could use
blacks in their self-interest to
make more money for them,"
Giyose would fight back economically. He sees the economic
sanctions of divestment as a way
to fight apartheid.
"We want sanctions," Giyose
said. "We want the white businesses to depend more on
black labor, so we can be heard."
Giyose some day hopes to use
the know ledge gained through
his business education at UNH
to help fight .apartheid in his
country.
. Jane Stapleton, a leader of
UNH's People for a Free South
Africa (PFSA), said that for
many Americans, apartheid and
divestment are economic issues.
"For blacks in South Africa,
it's not an economic issue,"
Stapleton said. "It's a boiling
pot, and it's going to blow."
PFSA is a student group,
which was founded in September of 1985 as part of the
Progressive Student Network.
Its purpose is to create student
and administration awareness
of apartheid in South Africa.
The group was influential,
to some extent, ih changing the
University System's investment
policies, said Roundy, who
works at the Myers Financial
Center in Lee where all of the
University's money flows
through.
"The trustees heard a lot of it ... the PFSA was very vocal,"
Roundy said.
The university felt other
pressures, however, in making
its decision, as most colleges
nationwide divested from South
Africa. An investment fund was
created especially to fill the
needs of universities seeking __
APARTHEID, page 7
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Do you feel the national attention UNH's basketball team is getting will
help improve the way other colleges approach athletics and academics?

..

·· .Yes, 1t wilt aeJ1mtely improve
it. Anything that gets national
attention sparks interest with
other people."
Kelly Dejewitt
Economics
· Senior

"Yes, hopefully it will be an
example to other colleges, that ·
you can compete intercollegiately as well as academically.
Coach Friel/ exhibits some of
the leadership characteristics
that other coaches should have,
on and off the court.
Considering that ABC television
is coming to UNH, it can't be
all that bad for the image of the
University, other colleges should .
take heed."

Sarah Hansen

"I don't think other colleges
approach athletics in the same
manner that UNH does. I think
it's great UNH bas a graduating rate of 73%, but if UNH
wants to compete in the big
leagues, they have to make the
co,n11!,ittment necessary in order
to be competitive."

Undeclared L.A.

Chris Germain

Sophomore

History

"It may not affect the policies,
but it will most likely make other
schools aware of their poor
choice ofpriorities. Their policies
are yet another example of the
unimportance of education in
the United States."

Jay Gould
Political Science
Senior

Senior
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NOTICE TO. ALL STUDENTS:

i

It ha~ come to o~r attention that there may be some religious groups who
have been initiating uninvited contact with our students. While the university
cannot clearly distinguish which of these groups may be helpful or harmful
.to you, we urge you to use caution before you respond or commit to any
of these groups. Some gr6ups may be helpful to you. Others may be very .
destructive. Only you can decide for yourself.

:

♦
♦

♦·:

•

!
•♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Talk to your friends. Ask questions. Solicit other opinions.
You have a right to privacy. If someone is bothering you or soliciting
·you and you want them to stop, ask them to stop! If they continue
· to harass you, report them to the Dean of Students Office at
862-2053.
Please call any of us with questions.

i
:
:
:
i
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

UNH Durham Chaplains Association
Rev. Gail Murphy-Geiss
Rev. Paul Murphy-Geiss
Fr. Rick Pennett

♦•

Jeanne Wetherby
Rev. Jack Lynes
Rev. Al Snow

862-1165
862-1165
· 862-1310

♦

862-1310
868-1230
868-2785

♦
♦
♦

i
:.............................. .............................. ....................:
i

.

♦
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Dog attack injures UNH mail 'CALENDAR
.Hy John Robert

A UNH student is recovering
from wounds suffer.ed when he
was attacked by a dog in front
of Hamilton Smith Hall Friday
afternoon, according to UNH
Police.
The man was taken to Health
Services after the incident. His
right leg was severely bitten.
As of yet, the ·dog has not been
located and campus health authorities are unable to determine if the dog was rabid or not.
UNH police apprehended a
male student early Sunday morning while he was in the act of
cutting down a small evergreen
trPe in front of the New Science

and Engineering Building.
The male was apparently
going to use the evergreen for
a Christmas tree, according to
UNH Police Detective Paul
Dean.
The police arrested rhe man
on criminal mischief charges.
He will appear in Durham
District Court on Dec. 13.
In other police news, officers
investigated damage to the large
movie screen in the Strafford
Room of the MUB, which occurred during the MUSO sponsored, Rocky Horror Picture
Show, Friday night.
Two UNH students using
paint ·pellet guns discharged a

UNIVERSITY

FAMILY VISION
CENTER

UNH THEATER AND DANCE "SHOWCACE" PRESENTATION - Students will perform a variety of Broadway
numbers from the American Musical Theater. Hennessy
Theater, 6 p.m., $2 at door. (Proceeds support undergrad
scholarships)

DAILY WEAR

2/$49

FRENCH AND ITALIAN FILM SERIES - 'Jonas qui aura
25 ans en l'an 2000." Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.

EXTENDED WEAR
AND COLORS

2/$79

MEN'S BASKETBALL- vs. Mass. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8

FOR A LIMITED TIME CHOOSE FROM

868-1012
868-1092
53 Main St.
Durham, NH

round onto the screen and .... ·~~TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6
according to Dean, "the screen
suffered a significant amount · HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "The End of Antiquity
and the Rise of Christianity," History Professor Jojhn 0.
of damage and will have to be
Voll. Room 201, Murkland, 11-12:30 p.m. Open to public.
replaced."
The two students are being
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5
brought up on criminal mischief
p.m.
charges and will appear in court
on Dec. 13.
STUDENT RECITAL #4 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
A male subject was found
1 p.m.
drunk and nude in a men's
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Brown. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
bathroom of the MUB Friday
night. The male was re~ortedly
UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND UNH SYMPHONIC
viewing the MUSO movie ~hen
BAND - Stanley_ D. Hettinger and Nicholas Orovich,
he decided he had to relieve
directing. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
himself, according ' to UNH
Police. The male was placed
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7
under protective custody and
was later released to a friend.
BLOOD DRIVE - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5
p.m.

CONT ACT LENS SALE

~~~ CE::E

BLOOD DRIVE p.m.

BAUSCH & LOMB, HYDRON, CIBA, AND
COOPER VISION (REPLACEMENTS ONLY)
• PROFESSIONAL FEES CARE KITS, AND LENSES FOR A STIGMA TISM
NOT INCLUDED
•NOT VALID ON PRIOR ORDERS
•OFFER EXPIRES DEC. 24, 1988
Pairs only

-------------- --------.---~--------------·omce
Hours: Mon. - Tues. - Thurs. - Fri. 9 - 5

Personalized Vision Care for the Enttrc Family

•COMPREHENSIVE EYE EXAMS
•CONTACT LENS SPECIALISTS
•COMPLETE EYEGLASS SERVICE

OR. ALIE

DR.MENARD

83
.\Zl

Vision Insurance
Plans Available

0~1.:>rnetrists

THE NEW IL\MPc')HI~ :~ -.:w. -.:t.... -.:t.... -.:t.... :~
:~
GENTLEMEN - ~

A Winte;; Eve Concert · ·
featuring

f

Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5

EAR TH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM - "The Impact of
Hydrogen Bombs on Enewetak Atoll," Dr. David W. Folger,
U.S. Geological Survey /Woods Hole. Room 119, James, 4
p.m.
UNH THEATER AND DANCE "SHOWCASE" PRESENTATION - Student dancers will perform works in ballet,
modern dance, jazz and tap. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts,
7 p.m., $2 at door (proceeds support undergrad scholarships)
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Harvard. Snively Arena,
, 7 p.m. _
MUSO FILM - "Bishops Wife." Stratford Room, MUB, 7
. and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
LECTURE - U.S. Senator Joseph R. Biden Jr., Chairperson
Senate Judiciary Committee and ranking democrat, Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, "Soviet-American Relations
in the Gorbachev Era." Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. .

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9
LAST DAY OF CLASSES.
BLOOD DRIVE p.m.

Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5

WOMEN'S SWIMMING 4p.m.

The Wellesley Tupelos

vs. Boston College. Field House,

MEN'S SWIMMING - vs. Boston College. Field House, 6:30
p.m.

7:30 pm, Sunday, December 11, 1988
Johnson Theater P.C.A.C.
'
Tickets·
$3.00 Students, $5.00 General Public

FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Christmas with the
Hampshire Consort. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
LIBRARY- Hours Extended- The library will be open to
11 p.m.

Tickets Available at the MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290
In cooperation with the office of Student' Activities

4-

General Admission: No one admitted after 7:15 om

SPR/NGBREAKF,omBOSTON.
NASSAU $3]9pp
7NIGHTsCANCUN $4]9pp

4NIGHTS

PUERTO la CRUZ $599PP

1N1GHTs
VENEZUELA. the

NEW.

EXOTIC

DESTINATION/

Incl. •II hot.,room t•x•• a &•rvic•clt•rg••·

_D•p•rtur• t•x•s not includ-,/.

617-266-1926

BOOK NOW/

BOSTON
729 Boylston St., Suite 201

617-497-1497

CAMIIIIDQI ·
138' Mua. Ave.. Suite 201

!fj

Pregnant?
Need Help?

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing

• counseling & information
• practical suppon

We Care!

HOfLINE 749-4441
90 Washington Street
Suir.e 306 B, Dover, NH

The. Japan Exchange and Teaching
Program seeks to promote mutual
understanding between Japan and
the US. by inviting young native
speakers of English to Japan for a
year to teach English at
the local junior high
and senior high school levels.

Term: One year, August 1, 1989 - July 31, 1990
Eligibility Requirements:
U.S. citizenship
age under 35 as of August 1, 19~9
at least a B.A. degree as of August 1, 1989
Applications must be postmarked no later than December 15,
1988. for further information and applications, please contact
Elizabeth Schaefer at the Japanese Consulate in Boston (617)
973-9772, or Chris Lucas at the J.E.T. Office at the Embassy in
Was}Jington, (202) 939-6779.
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NOTICES
ATHLETIC & RECREATION

RECREATIONAL SPORTS FITNESS CERTIFICATES: Gift certificates available for non-credit
fitness programs next semester; Aerobics, Aquacize,
Swim Fitness and Stroke Training, Women's
Weight Training, and the Youth Swim Program.
Purchase in the Recreations! Sports off ice, Rm
151, Field House. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

CAREER

RECRUITING LIST: #3 Recruiting list can be
picked up at Career Planning & Placement.
Huddleston, 862-2010.
GENERAL

COMMENTARY: A collection of short articles
relating to human communication, rhetoric, mass
comm., interpersonal and small group comm. as
well as related issues, is written by students wishing
to contribute their work for pablication. Deadline
is Dec. 17, 1988. If interested in submitting, contact
Beverly James, Dept. of Comm., PCAC; Room M313 .
862-2292.
MUB LOCKER RENTERS: Lockers must be
renewed for next semester before Dec. 22. If you
do not renew; keys must be turned in or locks
removed depending on the type of locker you are
renting. Stop in Room 322, MUB, before Dec. 22.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Enjoy pizza with iellow
Non-Traditional Students at the last pizza lunch
of the semester. Fridays, Non-Traditional Student
.Center, Pettee House, noon to 1:30 p.m.
WRITER'S WO.RKSHOP: For anyone who would
like to share their writing, whether fiction, poetry,
or non-fiction. Copies of woek discussed, available
prior to meeting. Fridays, Non-Traditional StudePt
Center,Pettee House, 1-2 p.m.
MEN'S AWARENESS GROUP: Open to all men
and women interested in exploring such issues
as male isolation, sexrole conditioning intimacy
and relationship patterns. Thursdays, NonTraditional Student Center,Pettee House, 12:302 p.m.

OPEN AUDITIONS: UNH Mask and Dagger
invites everyone interested co Open Auditions for
our Spring Musical production of "Snoopy!" Sunday,
February 19, and Monday, February 20, PCAC, Room
M22~, 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST: Doris Salis
from New Hampshire Women in Higher Education
is the guest speaker for the December 9th Breakfast.
Breakfast is at 8 a.m. in the Hillsborough-Sullivan
Room, MUB. Advanced registration and payment
($3) required. Call Chris at 1058.
THANK YOU: The Accounting Students Association would like to extend a warm thank you to
Sigma Nu, Devine Hall, Babcock Hall, The Student
Senate, The UAC's, The American College of Health
Care Executives, all WSBE faculty, and all others
who helped make our canned food drive a
tremendous success.

Fad diets? Hogwash! (file photo)
MEETINGS

C
A
M
P
U
S
GAY /LESBIAN/BISEXUAL/ ALLIANCE INFORMAL HOLIDAY GATHERING: Join us for a
relaxed end of the semester party. Please bring
munchies to share, Tuesday, Dec. 6, Alumni Room,
NH Hall, 8 p.m.

By Erika Schwab
YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING: Agenda will
be set for spring semester (speakers, programs,
etc.) Open to public. Refreshments served. Wed.
Dec. 7, Grafton Rm, MUB, 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. (Choose
the time best for you.)
WOMENS'S AWARENESS GROUP MEETING:
Discussion of issues important to women. Thurdsdays, Room 145, MUB, (PSN office) 6:30 p.m.
MEETING FOR DORM SITE: AD-HOC dorm
.site committee open meeting. All encouraged to
attend, Wednesday, Dec. 7, Room 135, Spaulding.
7-9 p.m.
DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Join the excitement! Debate builds self-confidence and develops
personal communication skills. All newcomers
welcome. Tuesdays, Senate/Merrimack, MUB, 68 p.m.

r.....----.iiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiii iii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii-------------...,;; ,;;;;...;.;;·.:.;.;.·;...
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMI'Sl-lIRF

The UNH Parents As~ociation
invites
Parents, New Graduates and Guests
to the
Winter Commencement Brunch
Sunday, December 18, 1988
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p .m.

Philbrook .Dining Hall
$6.00 I person
Please complete the corm below and return it with your check made payable to the University
_of New Hampshire to: Office of Parent Programs, 105 Huddleston Hall, Universitv of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.
RSVP by December 7. Tickets will be held at the Philbrook Dining Hall on t~e morning ot the
breakfast.

-------------- -------------- --------I -

will/

will not be able to attend the Winter Commencement Brunch .

Enclosed please find my check payable to the University of New Hampshire in the ap-1ount of
$

Name

With the holidays rolling
around the corner, and thoughts
of sugar plums and turkey
dinners dancing in the air,
comes the craze of fad dieting.
Even Oprah Winfrey fell
victim to this prey. The sixtyseven pound lighter Oprah
mesmerized her audience as she
flaunted her newly formed size
10 figure on her talk show.
Losing that amount of weight
in only four months, Oprah
strictly followed a doctorsupervised liquid diet called
Optifast.
Following her show, clinics
and diets holding the Optifasr
programs were beefed up with
toll free phone lines. According
to The Boston Globe, one million calls came through over the
next two days.
"Oprah looks fantastic," commented one Durham woman
who watched the show. "If she
can do it, so can I!"
Oprah's Optifast can be added
to the long list of fad diets w_h ich
Americans have so long experi"mented with. Found in the
repetoire of such diets are the
famous grapefruit diet, the
Pritdin, the Scarsdale, the Liz
Taylor, the sex diet, the I-love•New York diet, the high protein, low fat, slim fast, and
thousands of other~.
Aisles in pharmacy stores are
stocked with diet goodies. For
example, the last aisle of Brooks
is dedicated to the "slimmer
you." Anything and everything
one ever needs in a quick diet
can be found there: Staytrim
gum and Fibre Trim Fruit Tabs,
diet pills in every brand and size,
Feel-full-Fiber Tablets, Slimfast
Candy bars and the latest - Eat
n' lose packets, which you
sprinkle the magic herbs over
your food and "loose the weight
in seven days."
The yellow pages are covered
-with special diet centers and
most of them even offer special
holiday rates. Television and
radio advertisements beg us to
"take off the weight and feel
great or money back guarantee."
Everyone wants us to lose
weight and go on diets. Myth
or magic, the diets sell. According to the 1987 U.S. Economic
News Report, the diet industry
is a $5 billion dollar business.
People are eating it up, but are
they keeping it off?

Jane Brody's Nutrition Book

Address
Telephone

Dieters: fad fights
are losing battles

No. in party

stresses that "when it comes to
diets, Americans are extremely
gullible." Brody takes an adament ~tand against fad dieting,

claiming that 4-out-of-5 people
who lose weight on a fad diet
gain -it back.
The catch to these diets is the
"quick and easy" motto, according to Meg Merz, a practicing
nutritionist at UNH .
"You walk into a food store
and every magazine headline
tells about the latest star on the
la'test diet, promising 40 pounds
off in two days," Merz said. "You
want the weight off by yesterday, but it doesn't come on in
one day, so it won't come off in
.one day."
Merz views fad dieting such
as liquid diets as being dangerous because they don't change
improper eating habits, but
focus on quick weight loss.
"The second you stop drinking the magic potion, BOOM
- You gain the weight back on,"
said Merz.
Low calorie fad diets result
in a tremendous water loss and
possibly dehydration. Merz said
a body intaking less than 1200
calories a day can only perform
up to its bare minimum. As a
result, these dieters suffer such
consequences as constantly being cold, drying of skin and
feeling fatigue. She stresses
1,500 calories daily as the bottom limit for college women
trying to lose weight.
Merz said recent trends in
dieting shows evidence of girls
in the fourth grade dieting.
"Yuppie babies". are the new
fad, put on diets because their
parents don't want their
toddlers growing up fat.
The bottom line to losing
weight is not trying a fad diet
but eating a balanced adequate
diet, cutting back on fats and
high caloric _foods and regular
exercise, according to Kathleen
Gildea-Dinzeo, coordinator of
health services at UNH.
"Our values are distorted,"
she said. "We've become a
society oLsessed with weight
and body image, and are choosing unhealthy ways to deal with
it."
Gildea-Dinzeo attributes this
to our valuing those models
pictured in magazines with the
"perfect body." Ideally, only 5
percent of our population meets
that image, she said.
,
"People are believing the
myths that shedding 10-20
pounds will make their life
better," Gildea-Dinzeo said.
"Self-esteem doesn't come from
body image, but being comfor- _

DIET, page 13
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portfolios clear of South African
stocks.
USNH now holds its $22
· million of investments in the
Common Fund, a university
investment program which manages the "South Africa Free
Fund." This fund, Roundy explains, sseks financial performance without investing in
South African stocks.
Stapleton says that PFSA is
still concerned with where
UNH money lies.
"I would be really cautious
in saying we are totally divested." said Stapleton, a graduate
student of -;oci0lngy. She accused

OUR
CHICKEN

SOUP ...
You'll feel
better!!

SHORTS

Coca-Cola as an exemplary
company supposedly out of
South Africa, yet which still
operates there under a different
name.
Roundy said that at the time
of divestment, companies like
Coca-cola, General Motors, and
General Electric were divesting
from South Africa also, so there
was no need to divest from
them.
However, according to Roundy,"the corporate veils, which
can be created, make it very
difficult to know where investments really lie." .
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We serve lunch
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30% OFF
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PROSPECTIVE ENTREPRENEURS:
"Starting Your Own Innovative Business - A
Hands-On Approach" will allow time for one-onone discussion between prospective entrepreneurs
and experts in the business, legal, and financial
fields. While all ideas will be concidered, particular
interest will be in technological, biomedical,
computer related and health care-oriented products
and services. The seminar will be held December
5 and 6 at 6 p.m. A $25 pre-registration fee, $35
at the door, is charged. For location and registration,
contact Lee Whilhelm at 862-1997.

OBSERVATORY OPEN

:f)_

-

HOURS:
o, Moo-Tues: Closed
in the train station -11 Wed-Thurs: Open 1-5
Fri,Sat,Suo: Open 9-5
1

SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS:
U.S. Senator Joseph BidenJr., chairperson of
the Senate's Judiciary Committee, will speak on
Soviet-American relations in the Gorbachev era
on December 8, 12:30 p.m., in the Srafford Room
of the Memorial Union Building. The lecture, free
and open to the public, is the result of rescheduling
of the cancelled November 2 visit.

STRAFFORD PLACE

STUDENT HC>USING FC>R RENT
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED

ORION SIGNALS FALL'S END:
Star-gazers will be able to observe the constellation ~ ·
Orion emerging from below the eastern horizon
at the UNH observatory on D~cember 2, 16, and
30 from 7 to 9 p.m .. While the view of the horizon
may be obscured by near-by trees, Kent Reinhard,
observatory curator, assures that there is no shortage
of other celestial objects to look at. The facility
is free and open to the public. For more information,
contact the Physics Department at 862-1950.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

All units with kitchenetts. Located close to campus.

Call 868-2192 for information
REGISTRATION BEGINS:
Spring Semester mail-in registration for nontraditional students begins Monday, December 5,
while telephone and in-person registration will
start on Monday, December 12. The Continuing
Education spring bulletin is currently available
describing the more than 500 day and evening
courses offered along with other information of
interest to nontraditional students. For more
information or a spring bulletin, call 862-4234,
or write or visit UNH Continuing Education at
6 Garrison Ave, Durham, NH, 03824.

l~-14 Strafford Avenue,·D~ham, New Hampshire 03824

MID-YEAR BREAK

...§P.~.~!:!!..~.!.:.!:!.!!...£~~!.!!

PREPARE FOO A GOO) PAYING PART-TIME 00 VACATIQ\J JCB

EASYANPFUN

LEARN'ilbS2s2

BARTENDING
CALL
MASTER

OR WRITE BARTENDER SCHOOL
TODAY

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Street
.- NewDlarltet; N.H. 03857
84 Main

c-'··

TEL. (803)659-37·1

Learn German
This Summer
June 25 August 4, 1989
The Ninth Annual German Summer School
of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island
in co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.
German will be the sole language of communication. and German
li'fe and culture the heart of this six week residency program of
intensive languag<~ study.
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while
living in the beautiful surroundings of our country campus. just
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and historic summer colonies.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning. intermediate. or any level of advanced German . From
business people and travelers, to students planning work or study
abroad Take advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in
this total German Language experience.
For details: Dr. John Grandin
~~...,....,~......

Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Department of Languages·
University of Rhode Island
Kingston. RI 02881 · 14011 792-5911

-
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A look from behind the badge
By Peter W. Keravich
the police officer I was assigned crowd, I was immediately conWith a deep breath,1 took out to. I was apprehensive, not scious of eyes upon me. No one
my pen and carefully signed my knowing what to expect or what said or did anything, but I could
name, literally putting my life to do. When Desrosiers, 24, feel distrust from the people
on the line. I thought that the finally appeared, he seemed in the room. Perhaps they were
police have to face this everyday. friendly. As he showed me to wondering what a student was
I stared at the liability dis- his office I sensed that he was doing associating with a police
claimer in front of me. It read, relaxed, which made me a little officer. I did not feel at ease. It
"that I freely, voluntarily ... as- less apprehensive.
seemed strange, for if I were not
sume the risk of death, personal
Desrosiers cheerfully told me with Desrosiers, no one would
injury, or property damage that I probably picked the wrong have taken notice of me, and I
arising from ... the use of wea- night, as there had been "a would have been comfortable
pons, suspected law violators, violent arrest" of eight people there.
assault, riot, breach of the peace, the previous night.
· At Alexander Hall, Desrosfire, explosion, gas, electrocuMy stomach knotted up again. iers ordered some students to
Desrosiers made a last minute dump all of their beer down a
tion, or the escape of radioactive
substances while accompap.ying check of his equipment, and we sink. They were under the legal
a member or members of the headed out to patrol car S-31, age of possession. One of them
U nviersity Police Department a 1988 Ford Crown Victoria that never moved off his bed, but sat
during the performance of their was his rolling off ice for the and stared at me for the entire
official duties."
next eight hours.
time. I did not mention it to
I was in UNH Police Chief .
Immediately after we left the Desrosiers, but I was quite
Roger Beaudon's office to re- parking lot, a call came over the happy to get out of there.
quest permission to ride in one radio advising us of a fight
· It was a strange, new feeling
of- their patrol cars as an ob- behind Stoke Hall. Desrosiers for me. I had walked in behind
server. I had decided to accept put his blue lights on, floored Desrosiers, and never said a
their standing invitation to the pedal and seconds later we word, but these people hated
students and accompany an were racing behind Stoke Hall.
me a great deal, just for standing
officer for one evening as he did
Desrosiers looked in the next to the officer who was
his· job so that I could see what bushes, inside parked cars, up ordering them about. I could
at Stoke and around corners. He only imagine the hate that
his life is like.
In my ride that Saturday night seemed suspicious of every- Desrosiers himself must receive
I learned that the UNH Police thing. He said that one learns at times.
are not the enemies they might to be suspicious during four
At Christensen Hall there had
first appear to be. Indeed, I years on the UNH Police force. been a complaint of an unruly
learned that they are normal He looked up because someone guest. Once Desrosiers found
people performing a strange once dropped a television set the person, he read him what
and diffiult task--what one from the eighth floor of Stoke lhe called the "riot act." He told
officer referred to as "glorified just as he was entering, he said. him to remain within his host's
~
A group of people in the area -room for the rest of the night
baby sitting."
I am a student, but as the said they hadn't seen anything. or else he would be arrested.
night progressed, I became more Desrosiers later grumbled that
Desrosiers later said that was
like them. By the end of my ride, people generally don't want to his preferred method of keeping
I actually began to see UNH get involved. He dismissed the the peace. Usually, he said, a
through a police officer's eyes.
call as a false alarm.
person will calm down and
On Saturday night, I waited
At a MUB dance, which Desfor Seargent Paul Desrosiers, rosiers visited to check on the POUCE, page 28

ROYal Tees, Inc.
(formerly Fit To A Tee)

Custom Printed T-Shirts
Let us outfit your team, organization, fraternity or sorority.
155 Portland Ave. Call your Durham rep TODA\'!
Dover, N.H. 749-6465
Paul: 868-6352

PLEASE!

WRITE A LETTER TO THE
EDITOR.

•

C

PRIZE ESSAY CONTEST
TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, AND
VALUES MINOR
·$100 CASH PRIZE AND AWARD
.DINNER· AT .NEW ENGLAND CENTER
Open to Anyone Who Has Taken or is Enrolled in Three Courses in
the TSV Course List at the Time of Judging
(See University Catalogue or TSV posters ·a nd information sheets)

Deadline for Submission Qf Essay: February 1_ 1989
i]

I

ill

,

Announcement of Award: Late February

i]

II
il
I

I

Essays submitted may be essays submitted to TSV courses, elaborations of such
essays, or original essays.

Submit essays to Bill de Vries, 1989 Co-coordinator, Philosophy Dept., Hamilton
Smilh
or ·to John Carroll, For est Resources, James Hall

·

For Information on the Contest or the Minor, see either of the above or Val Dusek,
1988 Co-Coordinator, Philosophy Dept., Hamilton Smith
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Cool-Aid can calm crisises
By Kristen LeBlanc

.-

Cool-Aid offers "sound" advice. (Sharon Donovan photo)
~/
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December 5-9 ·
MUBPUB
open 7:30am-3:00pm Mondays thru Thursday
7:30am-2:30pm Fridays

NITE GRILL SPECIALS
Monday -slice o' cheese pizza and 12oz. soda
Tuesday -grilled cheese sandwich, pickle and chips
Wednesday -BLT, pickle and chips
Thursday -Hamburger, pickle and chips
Come and enjoy alternative dining
for only $1.25

PISTACHIO'S
open 11:00am-11:00pm Mondays thru Fridays
3:00pm-9:00pm Sundays
Now has ice cream cookie sandwiches, POPCORN
frappes, sundaes and more!!
No longer open on Saturdays

COME VISIT SANTA AT THE
BLOOD DRIVE THIS WEEK!!

... Of the Light House , Maine 's rocky coastline and the Atlantic Ocean. All of this
.
you dine on the freshest and finest of menu selections.

:~}(Ji:\\.

THE PERFECT PLACE TO HAVE THAT
UPCOMING CHRISTMAS PARTY

Private Party Bookings
7 Days a Week
Book now and we will make
sure Santa is at your Party

Nubble Road, Off Scenic Rte lA
York Beach, Maine
1-207-363-4054

OPEN YEAR ROUND
M-F4-9
Closed Tues. & Wed.

Sat. 12-9
Sun. 11-8

We a re still taking reservations
for New Year's Eve
First class me nu, Dining & Da ncing

-Live entertainmentSpecial Attraction
live Stand-up Comedian
Show
CALL FOR DETAILS!!!

It's Thursday night. 11:30 pm.
You have a chemistry exam at
8 a.m. tomorrow morning.
You'll never be ready. You
think, "Oh my God, I'm gonna
fail!" Panic sets in. You need
to talk fo someone, but you don't
know who to call. What are you
going to do?
·
There is a service at UNH
that many students don't realize
is available to them in such
situations.
Cool-Aid is a student-run,
student-funded organization
located in the basement of the
MUB. According to Beth Elliot,
Cool-Aid volunteer, the organization's purpose is to act as
"crisis intervention."
Cool-Aid was established in
1964 , and started as a drop-in
center for those with drug
problems , according to volunteer Shannon La very. Lavery
said that due to risks involvled
in dealing with people in a drop' in fromat, Cool-Aid evolved
into a hotline.
The hotline is set up for
anyone who feels like they want
to talk to someone.
"We get _calls from everyone,"

CHEMISTRY TUTOR

said Lavery.
"We don't get just crisis calls,"
agreed volunteer Bonnie Barlow. "You can call if you're just
having a rough day at school."
The 1988 fall semester has
been the busiest semester ever
compared to others, with a total
of 80 calls thus far, said Lavery.
With finals just around the
corner, the volunteers expect
the number of calls to increase
next week.
I think finals (week) will be
really busy around here," said
Elliott.
Cool-Aid is comprised of
both the hotline, which involves
callers speaking directly to
volunteers, and a tapeline.
The tapeline is a service that
people call to listen to informational tapes on certain subjects. The tapes deal with coping
with stress, AIDS, rape, relationship problems and many
other social issues.
Tapeline callers also have the
option of talking directly to
Cool-Aid personnel after listening to the tapes.
"If they want to talk about
(the. tape), we'll come back on
the line," said Barlow.

Confidentiality is of utmost
importance to Cool-Aid. Lavery
said volunteers ask callers "not
to give specifics" such as names.
"Everything is confidential,"
said Lavery. '.'We have to close
the door if we get a call."
Cool-Aid volunteers are required to go through a six-week
training period at the begining
of the seme~ter. The training
consists of 3 hour meetings
every Sunday night for six
weeks.
"Every week there's a new
theme about what we ' ll be
dealing with," said Lavery.
Cool-Aid is made up of "about
40 volunteers," according to
Barlow.
" At first you 're really nervous," said Lavery. "a lot of the
difficul t part is getting the
person to talk. (But) you really
feel good about yourself. It's
really rewarding," she said.
Although Cool-Aid will not
be extending their normal hours
of 6 pm to midnight during
finals, there will be someone
to answer calls every night.
"People stress out," Elliot said
"Sometimes I think I'll call,"
laughed Lavery.
·

----WHEELER--- <continued from page 3)

1970's, as a historical example
General-organic come up to
of
whe intelligence was used for
speed, get ahead, or stay afloat
stopping a conflict. These types
in chemistry!
of examples are rare, he said.
Experienced PHD scientist- ,
Intelligence gathering can be
teacher can help you achieve
improved, Wheeler said.
· the results you want. All ages
"The human factor is one way
and levels. Affordable, and
of improving it and not getting
group rates available. Call
dependent on machines," he
stated.
Debra Saez at 1-508-373-6548.

"My greatest concern is that
(intelligence) not be used for
peaceful purposes that are humane, (but) that it be used for
creating conflict," he said.
The event was sponsored by
the Center for International
Perspectives. This seminar was
the last Center for International
Perspectives program for this
semester.
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.Random Writings·

YOU ASKED FOR IT,

Nogo

with the
cash flow

JAY KUMAR
Many questions have plagued mankind since the beginning
of time: Which came first, the chicken or the egg? Who
shot J.R.? When you close the refrigerator door, does the
light stay on? Why does Gordo always look so goofy in photos?
Where's the beef? But the one question that always gets
me is: Where does all the money go?
I'm not exactly what you'd call a financial whiz. ·rve never
taken a business course and I probably never will. While
I am able to balance my checkbook, there usually isn't much
in the account to balance. The wprd 'save' is in my vocabulary,
but the definition has something to do with sports. My
roommates like to call me cheap, but when you're cheap,
don't you usually have a lot of money stashed away?
Whenever I get some moolah, I always seem to have bills
or other expenses that need to be taken care of. Then, of
course, there is the constant temptation to just plain spend.
· Maybe it's something subconscious, but when I know I have
some money, I just seem to be drawn to unnecessary
,spending. If there's a $20 bill in my wallet, more often than
not I'll end up spending it on albums, blank tapes, magazines
or whatever. Adding to this is the MasterCard I got last
, year, which is charged to the limit (mo-s t of it on such
necessities as hockey equipment and a boom box). Oh yeah,
and last weekend, I bought a new car. Which, of course,
means payments up the yin yang (so to speak).
While in school, I only work during the one weekend I
· go home each month. Last summer, I did a full-time internship
that didn't pay much, so I'm relying on my parents for most
of my tuition and rent money. Next semester, I'm going
to get a job up here, but I have to admit I was too lazy this
time. My apartment rent and 13-meal plan were all paid
for before the semester began, so my basic expenses are
mainly for, ahem, "extracurricular activities." Even so, I
shouldn't be broke all the time.
But alas, this problem has been an ongoing one. When
I was 11 years old, I used to get an allowance of five dollars
a week. My parents would get pretty pissed when I would
repeatedly blow it all on comic books, baseball cards and
a veritable potpourri of candy. But when all your worries
center around the next issue of "The Amazing Spider-man,"
you don't let little things like the much-ballyhooed value
of a dollar get to you.
My financial worries stand to get a lot worse come May.
I'll be graduating (a strange concept in itself), and the bills
will be pouring in from all sides. Rent, food, car payments,
insurance, credit card payments, student loans, daily
expenses and who knows what else. Not to mention the
·fact that I need new speakers. It's going to be hard to save
.money because there will be so much to spend it on.
· No matter how insurmountable the future bills look, I'm
. trying not to let my indebtedness get me down. After all,
. I could always win the lottery or something. And maybe
: I'll win the Nobel Peace Prize for my_work with homeless
. Guatemalan chainsaw wrestlers, too.
I'm not expecting any miracles to happen. I'll probably
, be in debt for most of my adult life, and hopefully I'll enjoy
myself for the duration. But every once in a while, I wish
all those bills would disappear so I could concentrate o~
my baseball card collection again.

AND WE'RE ASKING FOR IT BACK!

UNH Telecommunications wants to know what the students think
about telephone service in the residence halls. · No complaining
because no one asked for you.r oplnlon--this Is your chance to express
yourselfl Survey results will be published, so get out your pencils and
answer the questions. Then drop it in any campus mall drop. You can
find campus mall boxes in the MUB, Stillings, and Philbrook, as well as
other locations.
This survey will help us assess the value of providing universal
telephone service in residence halls, and make decisions concerning
the future of student telecommunications services at UNH. Please
complete the questionalre below and return It to Telecommunications
before December16. Feel free to make additional comments.

1

Jay Kumar is a Staff Reporter for The New Hampshire.

1.

Should every residence hall have phone service in each room?
·
Dyes D no

2.
Should every residence hall room have modem-free computer
connections to the University's com~uten?
0 yes D no
3.
Given a choice, would you prefer to live in a residence hall with
phone service?
D yes ·D n~

Would ·the avallabWty of telephone service and computer
connections in every student room be a factor lf you were selecting
another Unlvenlty?
D yes D no
4.

5.

How does telephone service enhance the educational process at

UNH?

6.
Students ln residence halls currently served by UNH
Telecommunications pay a monthly charge, no Installation fee, and for
the long distance calls that are made. In order to expand student
services to the ff'rnetnlng residence halls, should the costs for
Installation and on-campus service be paid for by increasing the room
rate, or would you prefer the pay-as-you-go plan we now use?
. D room rate increase
D pay-as-you-go

7.

If you need to make telephone calls, &om where do you call?
Unlvenlty hall telephones
__ ___ __ %
Your own room telephone
_______ %
Hall coin telephones
_______ %
A friend's room telephone
_______ %
Other
_______ %

8.
Approximately what percentage of your calls are made to the
following:
To other UNH students on campus
------- %
To Unlvenlty offices or faculty
... ------%
To local off-campua numben
------- %
To your home/parents
------- %
Lon& distance calls to othen
------- %

9.

Do you use a telephone credit card to make long distance calls?

Dyes

D no

10. If UNH offered a telephone credit card, would you be interested?

Dyes

D no

11. What do you feel would be the best aspects of residence hall
phone service?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;'

12. What aspects of Unlvenlty telephone service need Improvement?

------------------------------------------------------------ -------------~------------------------- ~
That was easy, wasn't It? Got more to say? Write us a letter--we want
to hear about It! Thanks for your help, and watch for the results of the
survey In The New Hampshire!
Retum to:

Telecommunications Center
Campus Mall
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Thursd ay night at the movies
M USO Presents ....
Oscar Winnin g

--One of the BEST movies.
--New York Times

$1 for studen ts
$2 for nonstu dents
starring Cary G,rant as an angel
who visits a. troubled young Bishop (David Niven)
at Christma s.

Straffo rd Room at the MUB
7;00 pm and 9:00 pm ·
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Thrift shop helps homeless
By Hal BurraH
Over $200 was raised for the
homeless at a thrift sale sponsored by the UNH Fireside
program Friday from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. in the MUB Carroll
Room. The St. Francis House
of Boston, a homeless shelter,
benefitted from the event.
Items for sale included suits,
sport jackets, pants, shirts_,
sweaters, children's clothes, ties,
and a pair of ski boots, among
others.
"The sale is going pretty good
so far," said co-coordinator Beth
McKenna. With an hour to go,
"We've made a good amount of
money. People have been generous. Some have given extra
(money) for items when we
didn't have the correct change."
"We expected to make only
$100 or $150," said Bonnie
Spencer, co-coordinator of the
sale. "We'd hoped to get rid of
a lot more items though, but we
still have some time left."
Spencer said the money will
be donated to the St. Francis
House so that necessities can
be provided for the homeless.
"Some of it (the money) will
go towards food," said Spencer,
a UNH senior outdoor education/ leisure mangement and
tourism major. "However, food
gets donated from places in
Boston like bakeries, which
donate bread. They (homeless
people) needjo buy basic things
such as mil[, underwear and
toothbrushes.
According to McKenna, this
service project was planned
entirely by herself and Spencer.
Each Fireside member is obligated to co-lead a project or trip,
each semester in order to stimulate campus awareness and
student involvement.
McKenna and Spencer came
up with the idea for a thrift sale
after visiting Boston's St. Francis House.

"We sorted clothes down
there and realized that lots gets
thrown away," said McKenna,
a senior English/ outdoor education major. "So we decided
we'd take the clothes and sell
them, and then send the money
to St. Francis. We also took a
group of. seven students down
to work in the shelter."
They had planned to hold the
thrift sale during the week
before Thanksgiving, but they
decided f'Ot to because "we
didn't have the stuff (clothes,
tables, chairs, hangers, etc.)
together.''
Spencer would have preferred
holding the sale before Thanksgiving because "students have
less to spend now because they
need money for Christmas."
McKenna agreed, but pointed
out that their sale received help
from the traffic created by the
Holiday Crafts Fair, held in the
Granite State Room of the MUB
on Thursday and Friday.
"People started coming in at
8:30 a:m.," McKenna said ..
"There's been a good student
turnout, and we' re getting people from the crafts fair, including faculty and staff members."
Advertising for the event
consisted of flyers, which were
posted on campus on Wednesday, and word-of-mouth advertising.
"We wanted to advertise
more," Spencer said. "We wanted to put an ad in The New
Hampshire, but we needed more
money."
Mary Ellen Cunni.t;1gham, a
junior outdoor education major
and Fireside member said that
the sale was a great idea. "It's ·
easy to forget that problems like
homelessness exist. There needs
to be more cam pus and Durham
involvement and awareness."
"It (the sale) is a good start
to a very serious problem," said
Paul Berges, a junior exchange
student from Santa Cruz. 'Tm

very adamant about helping the
homeless. Providing shelter for
the homeless should be a priority in this country. It would help
eliminate the social classes in
the U.S., but what's needed is
more money from the government."
Jay Sprankle, a senior forest
resouce management major and
former Fireside member, said,
"this sale is a good idea. I think
there should be more people
here. It's a good way to get good
clothes cheap, especially for
college students. I'm a buyer
today; I'll probably buy a suit."
According to Cunningham,
Fireside is an organization to
help get students to work on
leadership skills in a "unique
learning environment that's real
supportive." Cunningham also
said, "It's not a class, but we
learn about learning."
Each leader co-leads a trip and
runs a Monday night meeting,
which is completely openended: Each person can present,
talk about, or do whatever he
or she wants, but should relate
it to the program, Cunningham
said.
Fireside, sponsored by the
physical education department,
was established in 1980 by Dan
Garvey, former Dean of Student
Activities. Cunningham said
Pam Kerr, the program's coordinator/ advisQr, "helps facilitate members" learning.
Membership is constantly
changing since new people are
interviewed every semester.
-There are currently thirteen
members.
The concrete goals of Fireside
include: using the outdoors to
provide a vigorous learning
environment, exploring
male/female sex roles, providing non-alcoholic alternative
events for campus, providi'n g
a place to have faculty, staff, and
students working together, and
learning group skills.

Red Cross Chairperson Jarry Stearn reminds us 'tis the season
to give. (Sharon Donovan photo)

Service fraternity
aids holiday cheer

By Steve Loos
in making and <11stributing
More than a dozen organiza- baskets through the Newmarket
tions banded together the Sat- Community Church, said people
urday before Thanksgiving to seem to feel better about giving
collect and distribute food to food instead of money because
money might not be used corlocal needy families.
The food drive, sponsored by rectly. "You can only eat a bag
the service fraternity Alpha Phi of groceries," Blair said.
Operation Blessing of PortsOmega, collected about $4,500
worth of food for Thanksgiving mouth put together and distribbaskets. The food was used to uted over 163 baskets. The
make Thanksgiving baskets that organization works with the
contained ''everything for a Welfare Department and other
Thanksgiving dinner," accord- human service organizations
ing to drive organizer Scott and serves 300 to 400 families
each month in communities all
Fitzmaurice.
Fitzmaurice said, in addition ·over the seacoast.
Rachael Sparkowitz, who
to the food that was collected,
almost $500 in cash was donat- started Operation Blessing, said
she was "very pleased" because
ed.
Volunteers distributed fliers they had only planned on being
at the Shaw's and A&P grocery able to make 125 baskets. Bestores in Portsmouth, at Dover's cause they received so many
Prescott Farms, and at Martin's canned goods, they will be able
from 8:30 in the morning until to use some of the extra food
for their Christmas baskets.
5:00 that evening.
Portsmouth Family Services,
The fliers listed food needed,
from canned vegetables to tur- along with St. John's United
key, which were used in the Methodist and St. Joseph's
baskets. "Some people would Churches of Dover, made and
go in for a newspaper or a quart distributed over 200 baskets.
of milk and come out with over Elaine Malo, said the churches
(continued from page 1)
$200 worth of groceries for the "coordinate with one another
to see that most people get
cause," said Fitzmaurice.
not safety. Those coUniversity Travel Services helped, and that one family
conspirators, the nuclear indus- of Durham donated the use of . doesn't get five baskets while
try and the Department of a truck to trans port the piles another-goes without."
Energy, are hell-bent to re- of food from the ·stores to the
Blair thought the turnout was
charge the nuclear power bus- organizations putting together unbelievable. "We recieved 20
iness for the 1990s. So are the baskets. Fitzmaurice drove names from numerous sources
President-elect George Bush the truck and checked his phone and thought we could do 12
and his newly appointed Chief machine after every delivery to [baskets], but found we could
of Staff, John Sununu, who find out where he was needed.
do all the names - twenty five
zealously promoted Seabrook
Williamson Hall Resident baskets total."
Bill The Cat'" claimed his
while Governor of New· Hamp- Assistant Julia Sinclair, who
Rick Sparkowitz, who helped
fame through his antics ,n
shire."
the unpredictable comic strip.
passed out fliers, said,'the pur- prepare baskets at Operation
"Bloom County' ...
"I used to be very anti- pose [ of the fliers] was to Blessing, said their baskets
And thanks to Dakin.
Seabrook. Now I'm neutral," inform customers what we were contained "turkey, carrots, 10
this gangly, bleary- eyed
said Robert E. Simpson, a phys- doing in a positive way."
pounds of potatoes, 3 pounds
super star is ready to
ics professor who has studied
bring hrs scrambled charm,
"Most people really looked of apples, nut bread or some
energy extensively. "The use at the letter and read it down kind of pie, cranberry sauce,
chaotic wit and wildly-colored
body into your home.
of less energy is politically to the bottom 'line, and it was another vegetable--usually corn,
Amazingly recognizable. Bill
unacceptable to most politi- like a page long," Sinclair said.
and rolls. It weighed about 40
The Cat awaits your visit.
cians," he added. "The real
The last line requested that pounds."
solution is to use less energy."
"Portsmouth Family Services
the shoppers return the fliers
_o n the way out so that they may got the food out to families
.
.. be reused next year. Stanley said usually the same day," said
he especially liked "the concept Sinclair. Cash donations of
almost $500 were used to pay
of asking for them back."
,,ADOPTION"
Sinclair said they got "a lot for the printing of the 10,000
of positive response. My car was fliers. After paying for the fliers,
A loving option. Teddy bears,
piling up faster than Scott's leftover donations of almost
warm fuzzy blankets and lots
truck could take it away. Very $400 were donated to My
few people turned their heads Friend's Place, the new Stratford
of love await your special
and walked away. Many people County shelter on Washington
:
child. If you are pregnant and
would say thank you for letting Street in Dover.
considering adoption, please
them help," she said.
Neilson said that the drive
Fox Run Mall, Newington, N.H.
is "something we'll (Alpha Phi
call Fran and Jim's adoption
Alpha
Phi
Omega
President
436-1117
advisor, collect at (802)235Natalee Nielsen said,"These Omega) -do annually. A lot of
C JN8,
Frenclaco
2312.
drives work really well because people think hunger is an issue
*
people are already there [ shop- for other countries but it's here."
Blair said he "didn't realize how
J·
.
nan Blau,
11===================-i~
pinBgl"
. w h owas mvo
.
lved n:mch poverty was in my townntil I got involved."-
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.Skateboards, new-college craze
By Joy Noel
sales have increased by approxDressed in a pair of worn imately 50 percent at Herman's.
jeans, an old sweatshirt, a.nd a Consumers range from elemenpair of basketball sneakers, ~cott tary school · kids to college
Sullivan looks like most UNH students throughout the counstudents heading to his morning try.
"They' re a convenience," said
class.
_
Making his way up Main Sullivan. "I can get to class a
Street, a black backpack is lot quicker than if I walk. Think
strapped over his right shoulder of the extra time 1'11 have."
According to James
and his Vuarnet sunglasses are
in position on the tip of his nose. McCarthy, an employee at The
He glances at his watch and Skate Pit in Nashua, NH, the
notices the time. The skateboard average skateboard costs aphe pulls from under his left arm proximately $45.
minimizes his panic when he • "Most people aren ' t out to
realizes class begins in five buy a real expensive board," said ·
minutes. Plopping it on the McCarthy. "They want someground, he pushes himself to- thing they can beat on without
ward Hamilton Smith with ease. having to worry about losing
"Skateboard sales have a lot of money."
"I do whatever I have to do
reached an all-time high," said
one employee from Herman's to keep up with the newest
Sporting Goods in Salem NH. styles," said Sean Case, a UNH
"About eight years ago they junior. "Right now it's skatewere pretty popular among boards. But who knows how
young kids, but that was nothing long that will last. The snow
will be here in a few weeks and
compared to now."
. At the University of New something new will come along
Hampshire skateboards are to take its place."
Helen O'Brien, mother of
everywhere.
Over thP _past vear, sbteboard two, said both of her pretePf1

sons own skateboards. She finds
skateboards dangerous, but allows them because her sons have
so much fun with them.
"Every once in a while one
of my sons will come home with
a cut, scrape, or bruise," said
O'Brien. "No matter how much
I try, I can't get them to stop:
I can·,~ help but worry about
them.
A spokesman for
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital
in Dover said there haven't been
many injuries from skateboard
accidents, only a few bumps and
bruises, which usually result
from wrecklessness.
No matter how dangerous
they may or may not be, right
now they are the newest ·trend.
Whether or not skateboard
popularity will be around after
the snow melts in the spring
is unknown. For now that
doesn't seem to be a major
concern, as Sullivan approaches
Hamilton Smith, kicks up his
board, folds his Vuarnets, stuffs
them in his pocket and walks
into class, right on time.

--DIET-(continued from page 6)
table with whoever we are."
She claims that the best way
to diet is assessing our own
nutrition and gradually cutting
back, not drastically, according
· to what our bodies need to
function. Also, exercise is fundamental in losing weight; the
necessity that fad diets neglect.
Fad dieting leads to the "yoyo syndrome," where the weight
goes up and down. "It's a vicious
cycle and the only way to break
it is to say 'no' to fad dieting and
to listen to outside messages.
We must listen to our insides,
and accept ourselves the way
we are," she said.
On a college campus where
dieting is widespread , 15-20
percent of college women have
eating disorders. Therefore,
health services offers free counseling and puts on talks and
programs such as Food Fright,
a theatrical production which
was mandatory for pledges in
the Greek system to see.
The dining halls offer balanced, healthy eating choices
labeled with the calorie and
nutrition content. Help is there
and is cheaper than fad dieting.
Jane Brody urges her readers
not to fall into the trap of
dieting. "One of the most curious and ineffective of all human
experience is dieting. When else
do people deprive and discipline
themselves for months only to
have their goal sabotaged the
minute it is reached?"

Loon MoLrtlain ta become 118 #1 aid ,-ort In
New Har!1Jehi'e u, paying - mdl allllnlion lo

itsen1)io';eel•loillfaclllll. lheL.oonMoll'l-talndlodaymaybetw, ...... buliljult•
friendly. it - - Poelllala .................
• SKI INSTRUCTORS
• WAITERS & WAITRESSES

• GUEST SERVICE ASSISTANTS
• UFT AlTENONfl'S
• BARTENDERS
• RENTAL SHOP ATTENDANTS

• DAY CARE HELPERS
·• CAFETERIA WORKERS
• MAINTENANCE WORKERS
•SNOWMAKERS

We've reformed the
correction system.
Prisoners of old-fashioned
correction systerr:is, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correcting
Cassette means an end to
twists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can insert in
mere seconds.
There are 110 spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
your breath. It's that simple.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System It "
simply prevents you from
using the \vrong combination
of ribbon and correcting
1 1
.'

cassette.
fou'll find our Correcting
Cas:-;dte ~Ille! Right Rjbbon
System on t ht: Smith Corona

SL 600 type\\'ritl'r.
You.ii ab; 1 find lot:< of otlwr

• SHORT-OFllER COOKS
N,EMOREI

..............

CONTACT: SARA A. SAWYER

great features on the SL 600like the Spell-Right1M 50,000 ·
word electronic dictionary, full
line correction, WordEraser ·
and more.
You might-expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the SL 600 is
surprisingly affordable.
All of which makes it
one of the best values
you can find today.
Case closed.

h ,r

111ll rt '

illllllll ~~ll~N~
TOMORROW"STEOWOI.OGY
AT YOUR TOUCH'~

111 l,,rr11.i11, ,r, ' " ' ti,1~ pn,du,·t. write tu S111ith Corona Corp,,ration , 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
<11 :-- 11 ,1th L1 ,n ,11a 1Can,1d,1 Ltd .) , 440 ·iapscott Road, Scarborough . Omano , Cana.da !\11B 1Y4 .

Loan~

Kan:anlglaHwy.

Lincoln, Ni 03251
(IID)768111

/
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

Presents CAMPUS WIDE AWARENESS OF HUMAN RIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD
TO CELEBRATE THE 40th ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNITED NATIONS
DECLARATION.

The situation of seven countries will be
presented I 111 {Columbia, Chile, South
Africa, South Korea, etc... )

Wednesday DEC 7 7:00 PM
Hamilton Smith Hall Rm 128
UNH Durham NH

Funded by PFO
AU Students Welcome
Sponsored by Amnesty International Group 136
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-------SEN ATE------ -------...._ <continued from page 3)

shire's part" to print such an scrutinized whe.ther the raci.io
ad. ,
station indeed serves the UNH
Many senators agreed, allud- community to its best abilities,
ing to the First Amendment and as is stated in its concept.
whether it would be infringing
One question referred to a
on _that right to or notto print PULSE survey, conducted two
a view.
years ago, indicated only 40
Other senators said the percent of UNH students listen
workers of The New-Hamp - to WUNH. Senate Business
shire would do a more consistent Manager Larry Donovan asked
job if the word "professional" whether WUNH actually has
appeared on the concept, as it the university student's needs
does in WUNH's conceptual and desires at heart.
statement.
Radio station member Joanne
Joanne Marino, editor-in- Shambier said "Anything they
chief of The New Hampshire, can think of, we have."
said, "The (student workers) ·
Another senator said there
have to care about the paper" are at least six radio stations
to put in the time they do. She_ that play "top-40" music, and
stressed the hard work and long defended the choice · that
hours put in by everyone in- WUNH represents.
volved.
Student Body President
After 45 minutes of discus- Wendy Hammond agreed. "We
sion, the concept was passed by are here to learn and be exposed
a vote of 33-2, with 16 senators '· to new things," she said. She
abstaining. ·
described the station's "progresThe other hotly disputed issue sive" attitude toward music as

a cultural learning experience.
The radio station's concept
was passed 37-11, with seven
members abstaining.
SCOPE and MUSO's concepts
both passed with little discussion.
In unrelated business, a bill
making TASK tutors available
to a larger percentage of students, passed unanimously. The "
bill seeks government funding
in u 1,Jer to cut student costs.
"The1e's a lot of need for
this," Senawr Sally Lange said.
"Many people, who do not now
qualify for aid to pay for a tutor
but need help, would be able to
·
get it," she said.
Voting on the Student Press
and the Debate Society's con- ,.
cepts was put off until next
week, because a large number
of senators left the meeting
before adjournment. By 10:00, '
25 of the 71 senators had left
or had not shown up at all.

College Students·
Earn extra money
during your holiday vacation!
Become a part of our friendly team and receive an
exce/len~ salary and liberal storewide discount
for your holiday shoppinc.
Enjoy the holiday excitement with a
seasonal position in the following_:

Sales, Receiving/Stock, Security, .
Restaurant and General Office
Opportuni_ties are numerous.
schedules are' flexible.
pafr-cim~
&
and full time

Town and Campus
and The .Bookloft
DECEMBER
SPECTACULAR
All School and Office Supplies,
in stock only.

20% -off
Champion heavyweight, University
of New Hampshire hooded
sweatshirt

SJ\lJt

3 99 5

reg. 43,s

All books, calendars, and music
books, in stock only.

. Please apply i.n person to t~e
,-/µ,:nan Resour,'!S D_e partmelit,
to 6 prp
Monaay•to Saturd<!Y~JO
at any of the following location,~:
t

I

'

~,_

am

#

iJ.

West Farms Mall, Farmington, 0._T
lP.

110 High Ridge Road, Stamford,

CI

Prudential Center

1989 NISHIKI mountain
bikes
1988 bicycles all
on sale
FISCHER X-C pkg
adults and children
NIKE & FABIANOboots .
THULE, OFFROADS,
.8 0 N N A , B E L L
SKATES,
MAG TRAINERS, etc.

760 Boylston Street, Bostfp

Southshore Plaza
250 ,G(ar].ite Street~' Braintree

Buriington Mall
1320 B1,1rlington Mall Road, Burlington

~

•~ ~ J l t ~ l
~

AnEqua/OpportunityEmployer-MIF .
.

DURHAM BIKE
M-F 10-6
SAT 110-4
868-5634

20% off
A large selection of UNH _clothing

20% off
CASH or CHECK ONLY
SALE ENDS DEC. 29th
OPEN 7 DAYS

For 25 Years, w~'ve been
exp.orting America's
mo·s1 valuable resource.
BRINE
DONNAY
CONVERSE
WINDLESS
MACGREGOR
BARISHNYKOV
BODY \·iRAPPERS
CO.URT CASUALS
CHARLES RIVER
NEUMANN GLOVES
VICTORIAVILLE
SAFE T GARD
NORTHLAND
JOGALITE
CRONUS
NELSON

-

The men and women of the Peace Corps. Dedicated
volunteers who help people in developing countries live
,
better Iives.
It's tough. And it takes more than just concern. It tokes
motivation. Commitment. ·
But for 25 years, being a Peace Corps volunteer hds
been a chance to stop dreaming about a better world and start doing something about it.

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You·11 Ever Love

INFORMATION SESSION

Representatives on Campus

Wed. Dec. 7th

in Wotff •House

7-9pm
Sullivan Rm.,MUB

MWF2-4
T-TH 10-1
or call 862-1880
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*************************************************
Congratulatio ns
to the
n e w I y i n i t i ate d brothers

of PHI KAPPA THETA

iCfil

Shawn Abbott
Doug Bates
Peter, Borans
Glenn Brown
Robert Ezekiel
Jeffrey Gray
Denis Guenette
Daniel Heath

Joseph Russo

m*

........................... --••······························ ················••,•·····
i

STUDENT SENATE

EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
FOR NEXT SEMESTER
-

* JUDICIAL AFFAIRS
CHAIRPERSON

ASST. BUSINESS MAN_AGER

&
ASST. EXECUTIVE OFFICER

* STUDENTS FOR THE
UNIVERSITY
Co-CHAIRPERSON
Deadline:
DECEMBER 9., 1988

4 p.m.

Deadline: January 31, 1989

Applications Available -in
Senate Office,
Room 130, M UB
More Info, Call 862-1494
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DON'T LET A BORING JOB
TIE· YOU DOWN!
there's a better way ...

... to meet neat people
... to get some loot
... to gain valuable career
experience
... to tie. somebodyup•.'1

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Now accepting applications for:

*GRAPHt CS HANAGER
*GRAPHtCS ASStSTANTS
*NEWS tN gRf Ef EDtTOR
*ARTS AND ENTERTAtNHENT WRtTERS
Stop by Rm. 151, MUB, for applications and more details.

I~

~!

1 ---------:------~ f
j Wthtf/iwHa'5!!'1irrJWtahles f
j1

j

f
1
l
1

i
i
i

present

f
'l',

A Winter's Evening
Concert
Saturday, December 10, 1988

7: 30 pm -- Strafford Room, MUB
$3 students -- $5 non-students

f
f
f
f
f
f

I
Have a holly jolly Christmas with the Notables!

'~~~~~~~~~

f

~~
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Editorial
Acad emic s -v. Athle tics:
UNH 's natio nal show down
When you conjure up_ images of college
basketball, in all its glory, there appear
hyperactive coaches ranting at referees,
roaring crowds, exciting fast-breaks and
"hail mary" tosses which bring the game
to the wire in the closing seconds. The
energy and excitement are always present
for the big hoop schools--and so is the
media.
While UNH lacks most of these essential
ingredients, we have managed to attract
a media lens on our humble little university.
This Wednesday night, the mighty cameras
of ABC's World News Weekend Report
will be focused on Lundholm Gymnasium
where the UNH men's basketball team will
meet UMass.
What did we do to deserve all this
publicity? We lost. A lot. In fact, we lost
more than any other college team actively
playing in the NCAA Division I Men's
Basketball league.
But that's not all we did. We also
maintained our academic integrity. Or, at

least, some of us have.
Head Coach Gerry Friel has recently been
recognized by the State of New Hampshire's
Executive Council for maintaining that
integrity. The council passed a resolution
which commended the coach for "the
outstanding example" he has set by having
a 71.2 percent graduation rate, nearly twice
as high as the national average. These
academic standards are unheard of at a time
when a winning basketball program means
big money for colleges.
University President Gordon Haaland
may have felt justified when he asked Friel
to resign last semester. He may have
understandably expected more from a coach
of 19 seasons than a mere .3 70 winning
percentage. But Haaland has either failed
to consider the overall picture or failed
to consider the impact of the overall picture.
Enhancing the very nature of a university-which is to educate--Friel's program is
designed to nurture its base, not undermine
it. What he has accomplished is no small
feat and by far outweighs his team's poor

record.
Haaland, in the meantime, is only making
matters worse for -himself. His response
to the Executive Council's resolution
awarding Friel's academic record was hardly
congratulatory, saying he wished the council
"had as much concern for all the faculty
who have spent 20 years providing excellent
teaching." It seems. hypocritical for a
university president to play the 'grim reaper'
against someone with Friel's record, and
then complain that other educators aren't
receiving enough acknowledgement.
Fjrst covered by Sports Illustrated, ABC
has jumped on the story, making UNH's
predicament a national model of the
athletics v. academics conflict. Haaland
has given Friel a year, along with the proper
funding and support he has lacked, to
improve the team's record. Maybe with
this, Friel can ignore the hatchet over his
head and prove something many skeptics
doubt--that academics and athletics can
co-exist and still be on a competitive level.

·s
Dating

to take control, pay for everything,
and make all the decisions. To
change the dating situation, we
must work together. I urge the
women and men on this campus
to ask each other out.
Andy Albright
Brother of Lambda Chi Alpha
Student Senator

To the Editor:
To the Lonely Campus Female
Hi, I'm a short sexy blonde UNH
student and I also like pizza and
champagne. A lonely female akded:
Where is the chivalry? Where is
· the male initiative? What happened
to ·tradition and courting?
Welcome to the 1980's. Our roles
as men and women are changing.
Women are no longer housewives
and men are no longer bread- To the Editor:
I have recently learneq from
winners. This is where the tradition
several individuals on campus and
• has gone. It is just as sexist to
in Durham that a rumor has been
: expectme to hold the door open for
circulating which impugns my
a female as it is for me to expect
integrity and which is dangerously
a female to cook me an omelette
defamatory: Whether this is the
in the morning. I do hold the door
result of misinformation or misopen for women, but I also hold the
interpretation is unimportant.
door for men. It is common courWhat does matter is that the facts
tesy.
be known. Ruqior, once planted,
It is true that there is not enough
spreads rapidly and randomly,
dating on this campus. Both women
amoeba-like, dividing and multipand men seem to place scoQping
lying, diffiult to control. When
as a higher priority. The Greek
applied to faultless individuals, as
ssystem is not at fault. And the only
in this case, it does greater harm
reason we exclude non-Greek
to conveyors and recipients that
members is because we cannot have
to the intended victim. It is therea party with 400 people anymore.
fore in an effort to disabuse the
Women are equally responsible,
uninformed or misinformed that
along with men, for the dating
problem on campus. I know from · I have decided to break my silence.
Last October, I hired as housespersonal experience that women
itter a UNH student. Stipulated
have spilt beer on me many times
conditions were that there be no
and I have also walked home at 6:00
smoking, drinking or other subin the morning only to be treated
stance abuse in my home. I did not
as a stranger at the next party.
ask her what her major was, but
I'm sorry that you, the lonely
did request a local reference. She
campus female, are embarassed to
was given the highest recommentell your mother and grandmother
dation by a Kittery resident whose
that you have to ask guys out. In
home she had cared for for two
a similar manner, I have to tell my
years. She was described as honest,
father and grandfather that my wife
clean and responsible. In February,
will not cook for me and that I do
she asked if a friend might stay with
all the laundry.
her so that they could study together
Men and women have changed
for examinations, and to write
for the better and we are striving
papers. I had no objection, providtowards equlity. but some women
ing the stipulated conditions be
seem to want it both ways; they
respected. They were, insofar as
want the men to be sensitive and
I was able to ascertain whenever
do the dishes but at the same time
I returned home.

Rumor

university and in the commumty
At the end of last semester, I was concer:d. This is,sufficient fo~-me.
who brought this to my attention
informed that several telephone As a parent, I sysmpathize with the
and who have generously offered
calls had been made from my home, parents of the student, and respect
to write me character references.
at all hours of the night, to Professor their desire to protect the family
Barabara Cooper's home. These name. It is not my way to descend It has been heartening to learn that
while a few unsuspecting individcalls, I subsequently learned, were into the arena, thirsting for blood.
I therefore would like to urge all uals have been duped, many have
made by one of these students, a
French major, who had procured individuals to respond judiciously refused to permit themselves to be
the number from 'the French De- to any further attempt to dissem- mentally manipulated by the rumor
machine.
partment, where it was posted inate information that departs from
Rose T. Aritosiewicz
above the secretary's desk. Because the facts presented here. I also wish
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e
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■
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h■
■
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■
■■t
not
are
which
slights
of perceived
worth mentioning here, the student
was intent on 'giving Madame
Cooper a run for her money.'
Although I was advised not to
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief.
convey this information to Mrs.
Cooper, I was so horrified to learn
of the calls and of the abuse of her ROBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing_ Editor
PAMELA DEKONING, News Editor
privacy, that I decided to do so SUSAN FLYNN, News Editor
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
RICHARD D'AVOLIO, Sports Editor
nonetheless.
ERIC STITES, Photo Editor
These are the facts. I am not at SHARON DONOVAN, Photo Editor
liberty to discuss the matter further. E_LIZABETH J. MORAHAN, Arts Editor GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum Editor
SCOTT MILLER, Business Manager
But even if I were, I would not do
DEB MACNEILL, Advertising Manager
so. There is nothing to be gained
Jill Van Lokeren
Deborah Hopkins
Advertising ~uoclate,
by res ponding to such rage and
Amanda Waterfield
Emily Kelemen
Debbie Donohoe
vindictiveness in kind. It is difficult
t~~e~e~~:'s
~:~~~ ii~i~:;
;:~~~ ~fndn~eth
to comprehend the mind of a
Ric Dube
Bryan Lyons
Asst Buslneu Mgr.
student who would seek to punish
Brendan Gleeson
Dan MacDonald
Linda Rodgers
I ·
· h·
Karen Hall
Suzy McDermott
Clrculatlon Mgr.
a pro f essor tn t ts manner. t ts
Patrik Jonsson
Elizabeth Moulton
Steve Greason
more difficult to imagine the
Arthur Lizie
Stacey Murgo
Ant Clrculatlon Mgr.
tangled mind of those who would
Jodi MacMillan
Hilary Paige
·
Greg Pariseau
Marc Mamigonian
Pratt
Jody
Managers
Graphic
make the insidious allegations
~~,:~~~~::ney
~:r,a~~henkel
~i!!sHF~:n~osa
currently circuiting that I made the
David Aponovich
Production Assistant
Graphic Assistants
calls to the home of Mrs. Cooper.
1
1
~:~rD~~~~t\ Y
~~!~enn~11~
~!~~~~aF~{~peau
I too have been victimized by
Dubois
John
Reporter
Staff
ln9ram
Harper
my
lost
have
might
these events--!
~~~:I'b~1F~~~r
j~h:R~i;rt
~o~~~ t!?~h~on
telephone privileges, my post ion
Heather Grant
Angelique Davi
Jennifer Long
and reputation in the department
~o~u~;!
:~~:=rters
:
~~~~B~~~ttEdltor
been
have
1~P~bst
might
1
campus
and on
Cartoonists
lshi Burdett
David P. Dow
jeopardized, I have been subjected
Michael F. Dowe
Peggy Busby
On-the-Spot Editor
to intolerable stress because of the
Jeff Harris
Caryl Calabria
Kelly Whiteman
John Hirtle
Rebecca Carroll
g:r:~~~ro~~i1~!r
competing wishes of the student's
~ic1 ~~~er
¥~~~ ~~~~~~~io
Karen Laliberte
parents, and now, to learn of the
r.hristooher Willis
Curtis Graves
Photographers
rumor. But the mask of victim is
r:~~:~Supervlaor
~!:nGH~~7~~n
~!~~i~i:i~wes
odious to me. Rather, I feel the
Copy Editor
Ellen Harris
Jill Brady
situation offers me an opportunity
Curtis Graves
Evan Henschel
Anthony Cafaro
to set an example of how to respond
Karen Hamilton
Joseph
Tom
Barbara Clay
Typists & Copy Readers
Rich Kelley .
Chris Doubek
to criminous behavior and malicious
t
~~~~~ ~~~och
fi7:if~frher ES es
or irresponsible rumor-mongering
Elizabeth Crossley
Marianne Moore
Ann Marie Gagnon
in a rational and humane way.
r:~~~~:z~~~
ir;~~rg~nborn
fi~iG~l~~~che
Mistakes have been made. PunishChristine O'Connor
Tim 'Thcrnton
Sadie Greenway
ment is being meted out, at least
insofar as the French student is -■--•------------------•iiiililliliiii•--•
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University Forum
j

The hunters
and the
hunted
By Etan Toontje Biscornet
The other day, the Tuesday before Thanksgiving
left for Northern Maine. The dinner was great.
i he turkey and the yams were cooked to culinary
... erfection. The weather that week was clear and
:1."ild. What a time for a walk in the woods. As
hunting season drew dimly to a close that Saturday
I donned my safety orange hat and gloves, put the
leash on my dog Rufus, and headed out for a walk
;.ilong the long winding stream beyond the house.
Sniffing and poi.m ing at every rock and tree, the
Jog sampled the wafting currents of November's
chilling air. The mist began to rise and the colors
1 nute to the purples of dusk.
The sudden crack of gun fire pierced the tranquility
of the scene as the road before me bore witness
ro a massacre of nature and of a hunter's dignity.
The shot was answered by a flurry of fire and the
Jesperate bleeding of the wounded doe. My carnal
instincts were aroused as the driver, late at night
._-o ming upon the scene of a bad accident and I rushed
up the road. The deer had been shot some six or
.;;even times by some weekend warriors sporting
t i1e latest equipment including a laser scope and
.., chrome shot gun as was held by one hunter. A
"> '5 caliber rifle was wielded by a visibly aroused
buy in his late teens.
. The deer weighed about eighty-five pounds, about
~he size of my dog and wheezed in and out its last
iew gurgling breathes of life. The deer had been
tracked for an hour said one hunter and the others
by walkie-talkie had encircled and "blasted it" to
bits. "Sort of close to the road," I said. The oldest
of the three hunters commented, "-thought it was
a buck". They slit it open and gutted it right there.
The carcass was scrambled by the bullets and the
buck-shot. There was not much meat left unspoiled
save the hind legs. I continued on my way. Thoughts
of primal man and modern times in my mind.
The ride south was quiet and my dog slept. It
was dark but not too dark to see the dozens of pickups and four-by-four vehicles headed south out
nf state, for the most part. The deer dressed out
0n their roofs, the smiles on their faces, the lives
raken. The hunters, the hunted.

. 1

r.!:m Toontje Biscornet is a senior majoring in Art
,md Communication.
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· ·'Hey, Ma, look what I shot down!"

Dots don't add up
Class evaluations incomplete

Mt ►

-e+

◄

Look at
yourself
By Etan T oontje Biscornet
When you awaken, be it at dusk or by dawn, look
into the mirror and ask yourself if you like what
you see.
In this world of media overload and image
marketing it is easy to lose touch with the innerself
and the visions and aspirations that make you what
you see in the mirror.
I speak not of vanity and styling mousse but of
the look deep in your eyes. Focus on them, close
them, open them again, think of when you were
a child and the world was ·o ne of exhileration and
wonderment. Smile and consider how wonderful
it is just to be alive.
Look to the eyes of the child who smiles ·and
frowns, is up and gets down. See this look when
you need to get the hop back in your step and get
that gleam in your eyes. Everything will be alright.

Elan Toontje Biscornet is a senior majoring in Art
.1,nd Communication.

By Joseph Salsbury and Janet Scott
In talking with a friend about her class set aside
yesterday for student evalll;ations, I felt a familiar
tremble inside, urging me to voice my opinions
on student apathy.
She told me of how during the entire semester
nearly all of her classmates had been grumbling
and complaining about how this class, a "Gen Ed"
requirement, was too intense. Their complaints
ranged from having too much homework to specifics
about the professor; his teaching practices and the
way he avoided questions angered these students.
They had no problem in voicing their opinion among
themselves, but this is where their disappointment
ended.
The administration's reply to this type of student
anger is called the "class evaluation form". My
question is this: If there is so much dissatisfaction
with the university's curriculum and staff, what
are you, the students, the backbone of this institution,
doing to remedy the situation? Futhermore, why
aren't you using one of the few mechanisms available
to us in order to voice your opinions? In my friend's
class, only about fifteen out of one hundred and
fifty students took the time to personally comment,
using pages given to let the professor know what
kind of job he was doing. The majority of the class
filled in the circles and left within 5 minutes.
·
According to my friend the evaluation forms are
completely redesigned this year; they are easier

to use, and leave more than enough space for
personal and specific comments for that instructor
and class. I see this ·new design as a challenge to
the students to do their part in improving the quality
of our education. My observation is this: You are
as much a part of this University as any staff or
administration member. You have the right and
obligation to let the administration know when
you are dissatisfied or satisfied with any aspect
of the University. When you spend 5 minutes on
the evaluation forms, showering it with "3's" and
nothing else, not only are you sealing your own
destiny within the University, you are denying
yourself the right to be heard on this campus.
In general, the professors here at UNH work
extremely hard and for ·extremely mediocre salaries;
most for the sole purpose of helping to make a better
educated society. I feel they deserve more than a
number on an evalution form, just as you and I feel
we deserve a personal comment on our performance .
in class.
Use the two pages and the half hour of time given
to you by your instructor this semester. When you
consider the alternatives of not doing so, these
thirty minutes may be the most productive you spend
this year, both in terms of your own self-esteem
and in the improvement of the quality of the
education you receive next year.

Joseph Salsbury is a senior in the Whittemore
School of Business and Economiu.
Janet Scott is a senior in the School of Liberal Arts.
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Arts & Entertainlllenf
Bloodmoon: ·revenge
loodmoon
one act play
hursday, December 1
·n the Hennessy Theater
y Patrik Jonsson
She was collected, Monja was.
he knew perfectly well where
er story had started, she knew
·ust as well how it'_d developed,
nd, as cold candle light flickered
n her confident face, she knew
where it would end; and it would
end just as she'd planned, just
exactly as she'd planned.
She called it the "rape-baby."
lt had been growing for six
months in her belly; six insane,
crooked, crazy months. When
it'd finally come alive inside her,
when its kicks had started
bumping hard against the lining
of her uterus, she'd realized that
everything that was happening
to her was real, that "this was
no TV show." In that flickering
candlelight, flanked by the two
men responsible for that baby,
she told, in gruesome detail,
every moment of her self;
induced abortion. She told them
. f
(and a cringing audience) about
"hypodermic knitting needles",
hypotonic saline solµtions
;
("very salty water"), and the
I
wait, the agonizing, self-hating
wait for the drowned baby to
finally let her belly go, to finally
float out into the sick world that
' had brought it to life without
love, and into a world where that
fragile life was extinguished by
an insane, yet innocent, hate.
"Bloodmoon" is the name of
this powerful one-act play that
played its one and only show
Thursday night in the Hennesy
Theatre-an intimate and apropriate space as opposed to
Stephanie Chase, top American violinist, will be performing P
the over-lit, over-big and somein the Johnson Theater Saturday, Decem_ber 10 at 8 'p.m. as times passionless Johnson Theaart of the UNH Celebrity Series. For ticket information call tre above. Michelle Brochu, who,
62-2290.
by the way, is also quite a poet
and .an excellent singer (you
i

j

/

---------------------------.11

should've heard her in "Mother hospital as she was struggling
Courage"), played Monja, the with the abortion. "Good!"
rape victim who, a year later, Monja exclaims. "Good, Allan,
has invited her rapist and his good!" She explains that she had
accomplice (Uncle Gregory) to the placenta frozen, and the
dinner, to "finally forgive"; fetus too. "You what!" says
Tony Carnes was Allan, the Uncle Greg. "I had it frozen,"
rapist; and Scott Parkinson Monja says, in perfect delight.
played Uncle Gregory, who Gregory makes the connection, ., .
introduced Monja to Allen, and and rushes out, clutching his
who then left him alone with mouth. Allan stands up; he too
her, thinking "they wanted to in shock. Of course, the audience
says, Monja. after all, touched
be alone."
.
As the play gets to its feet, nothing but a piece of sauteed
when Allan's arrived, and after Swiss chard. Delicious revenge.
But is all this believable?
Monja has given him a passionfull kiss, "just to finish what Could this really happen? Well,
you started a year ago," we are probably not. Perhaps, but not
not sure at all about Monja. She's likely. But that's not really the
acting irrational, as if she herself point here, and it doesn't hurt
does not know what the out- the play any. The point is that
come of this awkward dinner Brochu, flanked so well by
invitation is to be, that she Carnes and Parkinson, made it
herself has rolled the dice, and real. The way Monja told the
that the night may end in any abortion story, at the table, was
number of possible ways. Allan the big convincer. She was
(and the audience too) even get unattached then, from what had
the feeling that Monja wants happened, and she was simply
this night to resume where it relaying ~t cooly and calculatedly,
left off a year ago. Of course even innocently.
Brochu made us believe her
that's a sick idea but the notion
that that thought would actually story and her motives. She
occur in our minds should tell forced us. She actually materialus how misconceived our ideas ized a dream that I believe
are about forced sex. But Monja (though I am not a woman nor
even says, after Uncle Gregory's a rape victim) goes through
arrived: "It'll be interesting to many, if not most, victims'
heads, and a dream that may stay ·
see what happens."
But don't doubt: Monja is in with them through life, buried
control here. The night, the inside their heads.
"Am I an animal?" Monja
dinner, the setting, are all too
carefully planned to just end at ~asked at the end of the play. Yes
random. No, this is her night, and no. Morally, sure. But this
play was anti-prolife (and Bush
her revenge.
The finale unravels with a and that whole gang) to the
classic Stephen King phrasing. point that t~e only person who
"But wait," Allan says at the end mattered was Monja. As it truly
of the dinner, after having is: the person with a life not like
finished what he called a sue- a thousand points of light, but
cu 1ent 1y ten· d er d.1s h . "Th ere ,s with one dim, hateful light,
something missing here," he never to be the same for what
says. Monja had told the two of was done to her, and what she
a certain "plan" that she did not did to herself. Not the righteous,
want to ruin by going to the but the real.

Lp reviews: The Who, Scrooged soundtrack ...
By Arthur Lizie
The Who Who's Better
Who's Best (MCA Records) Who's Better Who's Best is
utterly abominable, unimaginative, and worthless. It should
never have been released. Its
most redeeming feature is the
cover, a colorful Who's Next
· group shot. The predictable but
necessary tracks are here ("My
Generation," "Substitute," "I
Can't Explain"), but the most
annoying aspect of this package
is the edited songs. Editing is
almost as sinful as colorization.
We get a three minute version
of "Won't Get Fooled Again,"
one of the best and most important songs of the rock era, and
shortened versions of "Who Are
You," "Pinball Wizard" and
"Magic Bus." Plus we get the
adulterated "See Me Feel Me,"
an endless chorus stripped from
the n~cessary "We're Not Gonna Take It" context. Why put
up with these distortions .when
the real a~tifacts are still readily
available? As a matter of fact,
the first four Who albums were
just released on CD. This collection is such a disappointment.
MCA, after releasing the similarly dismal compilations Hooligans and The Who's Greatest
Hits, was finally on the right

track with both Who's Missing
and Two's Missing, collections
of unreleased and hard to find
material. They really screw up
here. Recommendations: Tommy, Who's Next, Who Sell Out,
or even Meaty, Beaty, Big, and
Bouncy, the latter a much superior early hits collection.
Caterwaul Beholden (l.R.S.
Records) - The Phoenix quartet
Caterwaul, first heard on Geffen
Record's Scream compilation,
deliver four intense, enigmatic
tunes on Beholden, their debut
major label release. The focal
point of the group is the juxtaposition of Betsy Martin's
shrill, throaty vocals against
wailing, circular guitar patterns,
creating a textured, Zepellinlike pastiche of sound. It's a
different, intriguing sound,
though not for all tastes. The
best of the four tunes is 'On The
Front Porch" which slogs along
like a happy dinosaur waiting
for the levee to break. Overall,
Beholden is an interesting introduction to a band that should
make a dent in album-oriented
radio in t:he near future. Look
for a ful1'album in early '89.
Scrooged - Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack - Scrooged

REVIEWS, page 22

Caterwaul.
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smcenty and good music, which
Randy Newman
makes one remember the great
Land of Dreams
soundtrac ks Newman did for
By John Shamlou
Ragtime and The Natural.
Five years ago Randy NewSide two isn't quite as good
man on eof the most misunder- as the first, but begins with the
stood songwriter s of this time, · great "Roll With The Punches,"
had his biggest hit song ever a slam at those who shrug at the
with "I Love L.A.," a straight poor. "Littel black boy comes
ahead, simple tribute song that home from school/ puts his key
the city has taken as its unofficial in the door/ Mr. Rat's on the
therrie song. It was ironic that stairway/ Mr. Junkie's lying in
.,>t.,p
Newman, who for years had his own vomit on the floor/ You
greed
little
written songs of slavery,
gotta roll with the punches,
and short people, scored big black boy." Few people out there
The Pencils will be performi~ g a mix of upbeat and classic rock and roll at the ~tone C~ur.ch
with a MTV favorite that can pull songs off like this with
sounded much like a commer- such deft, yet bitter humor.
in Newmark et this Friday night. The show starts at 9 p.m. and tickets are $3.50 and available
cerhas
Baby
And
n
success
cial. However,
After "Masterma
t the door.
tainly not spoiled Randy, and J." in which Newman gets down
now he's back ·with another to the tale of a would be rapper
sharp, witty album~ Land of with his head in the clouds, the
Dreams.
album sinks into some nonThe album's two biggest descipt tunes, but pulls it off
laughed pretty much from start ever pulled this off in feature
By Marc A. Mamigoni an
themes are Newman's family, in the end.
Brothers
semi"It's Money That Matters,"
talked about in some
Some people say that I just to finish, with few pauses in length films; the Marx
autobiogr aphical tunes, and the current single, is Newman's don't like any movies. While I between. The film is an all out at there most chaotic- Monkey
love. In between he takes on rap sµccessful attempt for mote · have no intention of discussing assault on the senses;· it bqm- Business, Horse Feathers, Duck
1
music, greed again, and careless MTV/ radio play, but it's good such a foolish claim here, this bards you with joke after joke, Soup- mastered the art of hangor two aren:t ing ~rilliant comedy on rhe
one
if
the
is
poor.
r
worrying
e
the
not"
capp·
.
I
the
attitudes towards
anyways. And
article is for_those people.
Land of Dreams starts off oh-so-fine "I Want You To Hurt really liked The Naked Gun, the funny, tlecause a better one is slightest of plots. It's not that
these films µid not have a plot;
with two songs about family life Like I Do," in which Newman new film from the team of orf the way.
they justignore d it. The Naked
Charac?
Plot? What's that
in New Orleans, the lovely runs ·o ut on his family, pausing Zucker, Abrahams and Zucker,
"Dixie Flyer" and the playful to tell his. young son he's doing the creators of Airplane! and ·ter? Pshaw! These are but Gun works similarly. Leslie
"New Orleans Wins the War." it so others will finally hurt as the Police Squad television · trifles. Jokes and gags, g~gs and Nielson is in charge of stopping
Queen
These songs set the standard bad as he always has.
show. The Naked Gun continues jokes. That's all . there is, and the . assassinat ion of
visit.
American
an
on
Elizabeth
funny.
only
for a strong first side, the
With The Land of Dreams. the adventure s of the Police it is painfully
Good comedies are a rarity .That's about it, plorwise. It, is
misstep being "Falling in Love." Randy Newman shows that he Squad crew, l~d by Leslie Niel. these days because most film- · enough.
,:. '
this is another one of those Jeff is one of the few true so_n gw- son.
Lynne produced songs that riters around. People always use
The Naked'Gun explores no makers don't bother creating
I am not going to describe any
sounds like Lynne is auditioning that tag with artists like John important themes, has no par- b~lievable characters and situafor new singers for E.L.O. The Cougar Mellencamp. Alth~~gh ticular direftorial style (unless ttons. Zu_cker, Abr~hams , and of the jokes in the film. I would
side finishes strongly, with two I I love Mellencamp songwrmn g "chaos" is< a directorial style) 1 - Zu~½er ~ide_step this problem ruin them if I tried. I don't often
songs exploring the two sides of that type is dependent ?n a has not an. ounce of sophisti- - · by igpo~mg 1t.. Y~u can only ~et say ihis unconditionally, but just
of love, "Somethin g Special" -guitar solo too much of the time,. cation or subtlrty. It is, however, ·away with this 1f the material go see"the silly movie. I'm not
,
and "Bad News From The · w'hile Newman's lyrics and the funniest ~new film I have is so funny that plot and char- kidding. I liked it, okay?
Home Front." The former is a characters shine the sheer truths seen rn a long, long tim·e. I acter ~rf n.ol needed. Few
'i'
•
•
'
winner because of its simple the resemble.

-,. , :, ,. .

~, . . .

ali

Gun: Po lice Sq.u~d liv es·

h~:;.

(continued from page 21)
is nothing if not eclectic. You've They've a srnger, Moe lierg,
gor your soul and rock and rap with a throaty breath remin1sand lounge. Surprising ly, it cent of a raging R and B man,
works. Credit here goes to and another singer, Leslie Stancompiler-Jimmy Iovine, the man wyck, with a voice of glass
who did the leg work for last remini~ce nt of Debbie Harry.
year'sA Very Special Christmas; They are both forced to sing
Iovine has a knack for mixrng some rather silly lyrics in songs
musical metaphors and making such as 'Tm An Adult Now"
them work together. Of interest: and "Man's Best Friend." The
Annie Lennox and Al Green catchy music makes up for the
start off the festivities with a banal words. Todd doesn't
faithful remake of "Put A Little ·· prodcue junk.
Grant Hart 2541 (SST ReLove In Your Heart"; Dave
Stewart's production is annoy- cords) - It'~ plain old good to
ing but not destructiv e. Miles hear something new from Grant
Davis, Larry Carlton, David Hart. Grant, as we all know, was
Sanborn, and Paul Shaffer per- the drummer for Husker Du,
form a lazy but spirited "We one of the only bands that had
Three Kings Of Orient Are." anything worth listening to this
Robbie Robertson disappoint s 1ecade. Grant played all the
with a slowish original, "Christ- msrrumenrs and wrote all three
mas Must Be Tonight." Buster songs here. The first two songs,
Poindexter (I never thought I'd "2 541" and "Come Come" are
have a good thing to say about mournful ac~ustic tinged tunes
him) performs a rousing version complete with the patented
of Van Morrison's "Brown Eyed gear-jamm ing Hart rhythm
Girl," complete with splashes ~hifts. "2541" i_s abou_t ~o_ving
of horn. Natalie Cole (another rnto a house wtth a s1gmf1cant
person who I never thought I'd other (a ~oman? Husker Du?)
be nice to) does Daddy proud ~hen ~avrng to leave. It works
with a soulful "The Christmas rn sptte of s9me really clever
Song (Chestnuts Roasting On but silly lines: "Probably won't
An Open Fire)." Scrooged is be the last time/ I have to be
out by the first." "Come Come:·
surprisingly enjoyable record.
The Pursuit of Happines s starts slow then explodes oH
Love Junk (Chrysalis Records) the grooves into a whirlwind
- Todd Rundgren does not of percussive fµn. "Let Go" is
produce junk. Well, he ·does a semi-psyc hedelic, rhythm a
, produce Love Junk, but we'll get la "Sympathy For The Devil,"
to that. Whatever one may think Dylanesque narrative. The lyrics
of either his solo work or are a treat: 'Tm sorry I'm so
Utopia, Todd doesn't produce selfish and affected in this way
junk. He produces top notch, / But that's the way the cookie
although often soulless, pop crumbles and usually too soon
songs. The Pursuit of Happiness / I will not get all shattered like
is one of these bands. TPOH a box of Lorna Doones / You
write total power pop songs can't have any more of my Oreos:
reminisce nt of devirative but so why don't you just let go."
likeable bands such as The Grant is great. Grant is God.The Jam ( much more Unlike Paul Weller he's not
Knack,
Room
State
Granite
the
USO presents"the Ramones this Saturday, December 10 at 8 p.m. in
than likeable) and Todd's own mod. A full length LP is coming
f the MUB. Tickets are $6 for students and $10 for non-studen ts.
Utopia. But_ we ca_n_'t a~l be. in ~arly '89.
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Cool -a,·d ,s
· a crisis
- in
.
st °/erated and st!1f:Jition hotline
y UNH
u ents. Our confd
are accesible to th' ~ntial services
body and surrou~d_NH
student
mg towns.
.
Cool-Aid is not
experiencing crisis. ~nly for people
. too small· We can ohe/
problem can b.e
your problems I d p you solve or ~mply refe;
helping ear t at you may ne do a contact
·
e · To find
qut _more,calf

;;u t

cglte'Uf euent#Uf
. ~
-

at the OY~CLUB

-6:00 pm,f&n,;AM-;nJ.J,
862-2293 CXodine, ··--r~
.

04'

.

862-35547;~

From 9 to close
r.o-~~~~ . •i,_..~.-~~:·:~•r;~C!::-::f•r:➔...~-i•••1'1D.n.•.~·

~

UNH Ski Club p
The 10th Annual
re~ents

~

Feb. 1'1-19
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Includes
Round
. Trip A.tr
· Condos
7 N ights
with
K. Slo
h pes1de
itc ens
Skiing
Hot Tubs & More

Come Se~ Us· .
Mon/Tues
9-4 Iba. 110 MOB Ski
. Offi
. Wed/Tb
urs 11-1 MOB Bakoa ce
Also ask us ab
or call 862-1013
J
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Buy a Z-286-LP Winchester and receive a FREE Logitech™ Mouse
plus a savings of S50.00 to $100.00 on all hard disk systems.

Z-286-LP Model 20 ,
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with ZCM-1390 color monitor
with ZCM-1490 FTM monitor

Z-286-LP Model· 40
with ZMM-149 monochrome monitor
with ZCM-1390 color monitor
with ZCM-1490 FTM monitor

Z-286-LP

$1,699.
$1,799.
$1,999.
$2,149.
$2,099.
$2,199.
$2,399.
$2,549.

Z-286-LP

with 1490
FTM color.
monitor

with 1390
color monitor

Z-286-LP

with 149
monochrome
monitor

ZDS Student Representatives, Warner Jones or Brian Martineau at 868-5910
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DON'T LET YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
BECOME HISTORY

Spring Br:eak '89 March 10-17

$559

20

NEW SPACES JUST
OPENED
Reserve your space now!

Come See Us!
-Every Mon/Tues _9-4 Ski Office, Room 110
MUB
Wed/Thurs 11-1 Tabl~Hours MUB Balcony
Next Week: Monday Only 9-4
or call 862-1013

Place a deposit* to guarantee
your Spring Semester Me·mbership.

Eliminate wallet fatigue by
paying for a portion of your
Spring membership before you
leave.

PRICE INCLUDES:
7 Nights Waterfront at the Cable Beach Inn

u~

Round Trip Air

Welcome Party
Beach Parties

Sunset Party Cruise

V ..

*$28.50 for current members
$38.50 for new members .

andmore...

sKi club pr-esents *

UAtiAMAi

Semester and one year specials available. Stop by for more
information. ·

~t~ ·

Athletic Club

EXETER i-0.-"ID. RT. lCS. JVE\\ll'.L-'.RKIT. ;-.:,!

(h.•~ntrly 1i1c Cr1-:f &y R:•a;ud U'1::frl

i3 JENKINS COURT. DURl·V,M. NH

Do youhave the rightstuff?
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marineaviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for our
undergraduate Officer Commissioning Program and be guaranteed flight school after graduation. All training is conducted during the sum-

mer. There are no on-campus drills. Plus, you
receive $100 a month during the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program an·d attend training
after graduation.
This is an excellent opportunity to prove

yourself amongst the best and start off making
from $17,000 to $23,000 a
year. See if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps
Officer Cornmissioning
Programs.
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It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh® computer at school.
0 ersuading th~m to write the check: .
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan- to-Own Program. An ingenious
loan program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below, or
call 800-831-LOAN. All your
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and -~ -_._,· ·
H7-

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you ir just a few weeks.
There s no collateral. No need to
prove financial hardship. No application ft~.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.
1

W11ich gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays
for it all.

••

Introducing_Apple,s
Student Loan-to-Own Progran1
Stop hy l!ni\'ersity Technology Center
Room 14A. Thompson Hall
862 -1528
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Zenith's battery powered portable.
',, ·
For those moving up and traveling fast.

, .i
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Limited Edition SU?e~;::,c~. ·~
Portable PC.
• 8088 processor
• H/--t .77 ;t.1111. dual speed

I

. • h-lOK
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.7t111rNfdata
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• 20;>.lb hard dri\'c
• '. {5"720K llopp\'
• I serial. pa1allel & RCB pon
• :>.2:>" floppy interface
• Inten1al 1200 baud modem
• 105" diagonal backlit LCD SuJ)ertwist screen
• R1 ·chargcable-de tachabk batte1 y
• ;t.fS DOS® included

20Mb hard drive
Prices start at $1799

., ==----=-.
., . '--=~
-~:
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• •----

data
systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

For morL' infomrnt ion about

'NlrN ·s full range of computers from the 8088 desktops, 286 desktops & portables, 386 desktops & portables, contact:
I

ZDS Student Representatives, Warner Jones or Brian Martineau
at 868-5910
:\1~•Wand,·.,,·, and \1~ •1>0~ Mt' ,,.g,_tt·rt•d rrademark, of .\ tiao,ofl Corp. Spe,·ial pri,·ing offer good onl~ un pun·ha,e, dire,·tl~· through Zt-nith Contact(sJ listed abm·e b~· student\. facull~· and staff for their ;:-..,nus,•. ~o other
di,n,unt, appl~ . l.111111 one pn,onal n,mp.;ter and orw monilor per indi,·idual in an~· 12-month _period. l'rit'e, subje,·t to change ,.·ithout notice.
19811. Z..nith Oata ~,·stem,
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-------POLICE------(continued from page 8)

"

behave themselves after an person for medical treatment.
officer informs them of the I felt like an unwilling parent,
alternative. Desrosiers said this watching over those too helpless
was easier for everyone. This to take care of themselves.
was exactly how I would have
Ear lier in the evening, there
handled the situation. It made had been a fire alarm at Wilsense: get the results wanted liamson Hall. Desrosiers said
for a minimum confrontation. that his job at a fire alarm can
He said it maintained better be one of the most boring, for
relations with the students he has to watch the fire trucks
rather than arresting them for while the firemen go inside to
minor infractions. However, the investigate. He said it is not
next day they ( the people he uncommon for someone to try
warned) usually blow the story to steal equipment off the truck,
all out of proportion, he said.
or even try to steal the truck
The job description of "glor- itself.
ified baby sitting" seemed es- ·
He said he usually tries to
pecially _appropriate when, at make the best of the situation
3 a.m. Sunday, we were called and enjoy himself. He tuned the
over to Horton to watch the stereo to a country music station
firefighters extinguish a fire in and lit up a cigar. A few minutes
the garbage dumpster. At times later, he manuevered the cruiser
the job seemed so pointless, closer to some students that he
Desrosiers sighed. I agreed.
knew. We sat there and he
Earlier in the evening, he had chatted with them until the
to take two "highly intoxicated" firemen left the building and
students into protective custody. shut off the alarm.
Both times, Desrosiers called
This was the first time that
for an ambulance to take the

evening that 1 began to relax
and enjoy myself. It was not
much different than if I had been
there alone. Up until that time
I had been tense, without realizing it. Later, he said that it was
very important to him to try to
enjoy his job as much as possible, and joke with people once
in a while. He said that when
he goes home at 7 :00 a.m., he
is usually too wound up to sleep
due to the pressure of the job.
He has to make the job a little
more fun when he can, he said.
Finally, my time in the cruiser
was over. As I was talking to
him, I noticed two people walking together about 50 yards
away. As I craned my head for
a better look, Dosrosiers noticed, and turned to see. He
chuckled as he turned back and
said that I was getting
suspicious--one of the first
things an officer learns.

$99
SEASON

The Best Buy in Skiing
Our $99 Midweek Supersaver Season Pass
is good Monday through Friday all 1988-89
season, except during Christmas Holiday
Week and February 20th. Good for all
ages/residencies. Ye:.. can't beat Gunstock!
Purchase at customer services desk.

ss

Rte. llA, Gilford NH
Call or write: (603) 293-4341.
P.O. Box 336, Laconia, NH 03247

RESUMES
Electronically Typed

~:•S

$18.50 INCLUDES:
First Choice on Campus since 1979
T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs

•TYPING
•SELECTION OF PAPER
· •ENVELOPES

• 25\: COPIES
• 25¢ ENVELOPES
•25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage

Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items

f:IHanes

so3;431:•a31·g

Autumn Pond Park. Route 101. Greenland. NH 03840

DURHAM COPY
Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

Open MONDAY-FRIDAY

8:30-5:30

868-7031

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
TO SAVE THE UNH 'HORSE
PROGRAM
AND RESERVOIR AREA
COME TO THE

OPEN FORUM: TO DISCUSS HOUSING COMPLEX SITE
SELECTION
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 7:00 PM
ROOM 135 SPAULD ING LIFE SCIENCE CENTER

YOUR SUPPORT WILL MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!
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WINTER BREAK ·i

JOBS!!

i

Word processors, Lotus 1-2-3, users,
Data entry, Receptionists, Retail.

i
i

♦
♦
♦

♦

••
••
♦

i.

We offer referr al bonuses, and ••
i
an opportunity _to work
- with area employers.
♦

:
♦
♦
♦

Call Key Personal for details.

964-9495

ii
♦
♦

i

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

.............................. ...

r-----------------==~

U.S. SENATOR
JOSEPH R. BIDEN, Jr.
(Detnocrat-De~aware)

* Chairperson, 3enate Judiciary Committe,

* Ranking l)emocrat~ Senate Foreign Relations Committee

Thursday, Deceinber 8, 1988
12:30 p.tn.
Strafford Room
Memorial Union Building
Presented by the Student Senate

·

:
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Your parents know you're serious about having fun.
.
_Now show them how serious you _are about making the most of your studies.
Ask for the IBMR' Personal System/2.R'
The IBM PS/2 -~ is the perfect c6mpanion for everything from late-night
studying to last-minute revisions. It helps you organize your notes, write and
revise papers, produce high-quality graphics to rpake all your work look
sharper, and more. And you' 11 even save money with a great student discount.
The IBM p·s ;2 could be your answer to getting more out of college. And
still leave you time to have fun.

IBM

Visit your campus computer store in Thompson Hall for special holiday savings.
I BM. Personal System/2 and PS/2 are registered trademarks of 18 M Corp

I I _J
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l
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COME ONE, COME ALL•••
to the .first annual

HOLIDAY SEASON PARTY

Friday, December 9th

6:30 - 12pm
Strafford

Room, MUB

Features a catered dinner, DJ and dancing,
and a Faculty/Student Talent Contest
Tickets on ~ale in Kingsbury main lobby
M, W, F from Sam-noon
$8 for students
$12 for faculty

Sponsored by The Institute of Electronic and Electrical
Engineers and The Programming Fund Organization

allllllll t>

CareerTrak '89

Gets Bigger and Better

MORE TOP EMPLOYERS ADDED! RESUME SUBMISSION DEADLINE EXTENDED!

CareerTrak '89 is the nation· s premier. results-oriented college recruitment conference. where seniors have the opportunity to meet and interview with top employers.
Last year, 1 in 3 attending seniors received at least one job offer from the employers who participated in CareerTrak '88.
S0me \)f thl' l'mployers c1lrl'c1dy committed to attend CareerTrak '89 are :

A Few of the Ffrms You'll Meet!
John!i.on & Johni.on
Ea!i.tman Kodak
Pep!i.iCo
Miller &re:wing Co.
E. & J . Gallo
Dow Jone:i. & Co.
Random Hou!i.e
Young & Rubicam
D'Arcy Masius &e:nton &
Bowle:!>
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.
De:Luxe Check Printer5,

The: Boeing Company
Martin Marietta Corp.
Northrop Corp.
McDonnell Aircraft
GTE Government Systems
Grumman Corp.
Honeywell Space: &
Strategic Avionics
Naval Air Engineering
Center
Army Armament R&D
Engineering Ce:ntl'r

Apple Computer

NYNEX

Wang Labs
Cincinnati Bell
Electronic Data Systems
Southwestern Bell
US Sprint
6ooz-Allen 81. Hamilton
Technology Divisions
IIT Research Institute

GTE Products
Mobil Oil Co.
Ingersoll-Rand
LTV Steel Co.
Marathon Oil
ARCO Chemical
Chesapeake Corp.
Eveready 6attcry
.
Dennison Manufacturing
Premier Industrial Corp.
Armco, Inc.

Salomon Brothers
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
J.P. Morgan
Security Capital Credit
Dime Savings Bank of NY
Pershing Securities
People's Bank
Bank of Boston, CT
Connecticut Bank & Trust
Crestmont Federal S&L
Mutual of America
Dreyfus Corp.

McNeil Pharmaceutical
Baxter Healthcare
Biogen, Inc.
Memorial Sloan Kettering
Yale Univ. Medical Center
Comptroller of the
·Currency
Federal Deposit Insurance
· Corp.
FBI
Defense Logistics Agency
Internal Re.venue Service
Defense Mapping Agency

The Prudential
Aet:\a Life & Casualty
The Travelers
CIGNA Corp.
The Equitable
Allstate
Liberty Mutual
Metropolitan Life
Mass Mutual
Hewitt Associates
Kwasha Lipton
Chubb Group
Utica Nationat

Please apply for consideration regardless of your major. Some of the majors being recruited are:
• Engineering ta.Ill
• Computer Science/MIS
• Liberal Aru,/English

• foreign Languages
• Actuarial Science
• Communication/Publishing

• BHiness (all) including
Accounting, Marketing,
finance, Economics,

Adver. Bl Industrial Mgm :.
• Biological Sciences (all)
including lliology,

Biochemistry, Microbiology
Bl Cell Biology

• Medical/Lab Technologies

• Environmental Sciences
• Physical Sciences (all)
including Chemistry,

Geology, Materials Science,
Physics Bl Optics
• Mathematics/Statistics

CareerTrak '89 will be held on January 10 '& 11. 1!J8!J at the Sheraton Centre in New Vork City. If you'd like to be considered for a Careerl'rak '89 invitation,
µh . ·,,se send us an updated r~sume by December 22, 1988. Your qualifications and i11terests will be carefully reviewed and compared to other seniors
m ~wn· major discipli1H.' by Careerl'rak's experienced staff. Seniors whose qualifications and interests best match the requirements of the Careerl'rak '89
1..•mµk\y1..•rs will lw in\'ited to attend . There is absolutely no charge to seniors who attend Careerl'rak '89. Special discounted AMTRAK fares and hotel
n)um ra11..•s will lw ,1\'c1il,1ble 10 those seniors who wish to take advantage of them.Free bus transportation from Penn Station to the Sheraton Centre will be provided.

CareerTrak -'89
Career Conferences of America, P.O. Box 1852 · New Haven, CT 06508

I
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
Used bicycles NISHIKI MT. Colorado $385,
Marinonc 55cm $685, 19" Fat Chance
$1399, Univega 21" $385. Days 868-5634.
1981 Chevette For Sale, Std. trans .,
hatchback, original owner, AM/FM, A/C,
exc. condition . $1390 or best offer. Call
603-895-4397.
1979 VW RABBIT - Good _ condition,
inspected in Sept. $775. 742 -2981.
For Sale: 1981 Pontiac T-1 000, Compact
Station Wagon. 45,000 miles. Runs well,
in good shape . $1200 or b.o. 742-7304
Please leave a message.
1981 Honda Hatchback for sale; new
brakepads, and alterations, runs well. $450
•
Call 659-2983 after 6 pm.
Moving to HAWAII, must sell, 1979 VW
rabbit, 4 door, 5 speed, diesel. New tires,
brakes, exhaust. All maintenence work kept
up. Comes with general parking permit!
436-8546 leave message.
Typewriter- New Sears 2000 Electric
typewriter. Still in boix with extended 2 yr.
warranty. $125 or b.o. Pd - 225 431-8527
or 436-1631. Jose.
GENERAL PARKING PERMIT!!! SICK OF
PUMPING YOUR QUARTERS INTO THE
METERS? CALL PAULA@ 868-2859 after
5 pm.
1982 2 DOOR RED RENAULT ALLIANCE
- 52,000 miles, automatic, great condition.
Price negotiable. Call Lisa at 335-4958.

For Rent: 1 space over Store 24, $21 Olmo.
Female only. Call Chris at 868-5897.
DURHAM : Female roommate needed for
2nd semester. Furnished Apt w/everything
included $1550.00 semester. Shared w /
3 oth'ers. On Campus. Call before 5:00 pm
431-4101 and after 5:00 pm 887-3860.
ROOMMATE NEEDED for 2nd semester
on Main St. Convenient & inexpensive. Call
868-6674 or 868-5190. Ask for Beth or
Karen
DURHAM-FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED- Second Semester- Great
location- Above T & C Right on Main St.
Comfortable, Quiet, and CHEAP! All Utilities
included; even electric heat!! Call anytime
~68-1414 ask for TARA OR TORY.
Graduate Student seeks roommate to share
2 bdrm. apt. in Newmarket. Wood heat
suppl-ements efficient oil; washer dryer
included. $275 plus, Jan. 1st vacancy, Call
Steve, 659-6143.
A quad for rent at 37 Madbury Rd. 2
Bedrooms, Kitchen, Livingroom. Full bathroom. For details contact. Rob or Scott
868-7351

SERVfCES
Attenti0n Faculty, Students and Consultants!!! Word Processing/Typing Service
- Resumes, Manuscripts, Theses, Correspondence , Mailing Lists . Professional
quality. IBM/Diablo equipment. Over nine
years experience. Call Victoria Benn, 9:00
- 5:00 p.m., Monday - Saturday, 7 49-1365
Typing/Word Processing , professional
quality. Spelling accuracy guaranteed.
SAVE yourself time & money by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037

Overerseas jobs .. Summer,yr.round. Europe, S.America, Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-$2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-NH01 Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625
Management positions. Gain valuable
experience while still earning great money.
Last summers average pay was $8000.
Positions filling quickly . For more information calt 1-800-922-5579 or 508-481 5504 and leave a message for Jeff Millar
Experienced restaurant people to work
for a temporary placement service for
caterers and restaurants in the Porstmouth
Area. For more info. call Tim collect at 9647263.
SCREENPRINTERS: Experienced screenprinters wanted . 1 -5 yrs. exprience pre ferred. Excellent pay starting $6-9.30/.hr.
or salaried with benefits. Part or full time.
Please send resume to: Reifer's East, Inc.
161 Portland Ave., Unit 1, Dover NH 03820.
Call 7 43-4 763 or 1-800-27 4-3337.

PERSONALS
Looking for some extra cash over Winter
Break? Key Personnel is a personnel
service that offers a variety of temporary
office and retail positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH , and Souther ME areas.
We offer top wages, a $25 referal bonus
and opportunity to work with some of the
areas employers. Call Key Personnel today
·
for details. 964-9495.
IS DURHAM READY? THE CREATURES
AND THE TALISMEN ... NICK'S ... FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 9 ... 9:30 PM
Whoever found my stone - washed jean
jacket last Tuesday night could you please
call 868-3853 . I need it back along with
my wallet and passport.
Ginny - Even waving that magic wand won't
reveal your secret santa claus. I'm really
psyched & love you tons . I hope you're
ready to have some FUN! Merry X-Mas
Love Your Your Secret Santa.

If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
tor AIDS. For free, anonymous and nonjudgemental AIDS antibody counseling
and/or testing call the office of Health
Education and Promotion, Health Services
Center, UNH. 862-3823.

Cherly , Marsha & Cheryl Happy 20th
Birthday. You're catching up! Love JenJen and Smutty.

Alcoholism has been called " the most
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
society, physical damage to the body's
organs, and the large number of fatalities
and victims resulting from accidents or
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823 .
Health Services for more info.

OFFICE WORKERS NEEDED - Four UNH
College Work Study positions available
at the Social Security office in Portsmouth,
NH. Pays $6/hr. Applicants must be
approved for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.

Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
on self, others or property. For some people
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself.

RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, Airlines,
& Amusement Parks, NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs internships,
and ::areer postions. For more information
,,, u an applicaiton; write National Collegiate Recreation Service; PO box 807 4:
Hilton Head SC 29938.

Drinking and driving is a serious problem.
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
day. More people have been killed in
alcohol-rel;,Jed accidents in this country
than have died in our foreign wars.

HOlJSfNG

Want to buy top of the line stereo equip ment, at rock bottom prices? Bose, Ken wood, Advent. just to name a few. Also TV's
and VCR 's, all factory warranted (Price
quotes instantly) . Great Christmas presents. Call Rich at 868-3391 anytime.

To Mr. Bellgarde: Bring over some poorman 's brew (A.L.E.), let's forget you're a
blockhead, and if you're a gentleman, I'll
sail away with you and your ALF doll as
·long as your equations balance.

CRUISE SHIPS - Now hiring men and
women. Summer and career opportunities
(will train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas Caribbean , etc. Call
NOW! (206) 736-7000 ext. 465c.

HELP WANTED BOOKSTORE- Apply now
for positons during exam week, Christmas
break and January rush , Employee discounts, flexible hours . Call Barbara Barnes & Noble Bookstore 862-2140 or
stop in and fill out an application.

HORSES BOARDED - $170/mo. Trails
near by ring. Twice daily clean and feed,
turn out available, 20 min. from Rochester
Equine Clinic, 1 O min. from campus. call
or stop by Sun swept Stables, 7 43-3632
or 742 -6533. Harness and Saddle training
also available.

If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Pro motion, Health Services Center, UNH. 8623823.

"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
away the performance . "Shakespeare.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
decisions making . Call Health Services
862-3823 for more info.

EARN $600.00 This week (Approx. $20 30 per hour). Need money for rent, Christmas or Break? Only a few positons left.
Call Scott today at 868-3710.

Typing- Secretary with 15 years experience
will type term papers . 1.25/ page, pick up/delivery in Durham. Call JoAnne 3326162.

Everybody has a favorite cure for a
hangover, but they all have one thing in
common - they don't work. What does work
is preventative medicine . If you control
y~ur consumption, you won't get a hangover.

Christina , Jill, and Steph - Have a great
semester. We will miss you!! $pri!:)g Break
SDSU! Love Cathy and Jen-Jen.

LEE- Private bedrooms with shared spacious living room, dining area, and bathroom. Free washer and dryer. $55.00 to
$85.00 with 160.00 deposit.

is almost SOLD OUT! Call now and reserve
your spot! Absolute deadline is Dec. 13
for $75 deposit. Also look for details on
Venezuela and Jamaica - 2 new destinations or Call Paula at 868-607 4.

2 Roommates wanted to share house in
Dover with 2 other girls. $200/mo plus
l:lt-ilities. Call 742-4929 (or Lori B. at 8685190)

Professional Word Processing for all your
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient,
reasonable rates, quick-return. Janet Boyle,
659-3578.

CANCUN SPRING BREAK - great prices
and good quality hotels ; hotels are approved by the Mexican Ministries! Don 't
miss out! Act now before all the spaces
are filled! Call ·Deb at 868-3445.
Kel- You made it! (For a while there I was
afraid you might end up Alpha Chi dead) .
Congrats! Love. Kath.
WAKE 'N' BAKE - IN BEAUTIFUL NEGRIL,
JAMAICA FOR SPRING BREAK '89. VE~Y
AFFORDABLE PACKAGES . ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE. CALL 1-800-4267710.
DECEMBER GRADUATES - COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE A\/AILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE HEWITT
HALL.
You 've heard the rumours now see what
everyone keeps talking about - The New
Hampshire Gentlemen's Christmas Con cert - Sunday, Dec. 11 at 7:30 in Johnson
Theatre. No one admitted after 7:15.
Lost- Gold oval locket and gold chain .
Please contact 868-3206 if found . High
sentimental value
YO KUMS-CALL ANYONE AT TWO
· O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING LATELY?

TO MY FAVORITE ROOMMATES AT 6 MT.
PLEASANT ST.- THANKS FOR THE
CHRISTMAS TREE! IT'S THE BALLS!
GOOD THING SANTA HAS PLASTIC! LOVE, ME
Coppy' - So does Elvis really live, or what?
And what 's the deal with those hideous
sideburns?
NOTABLES ' WINTER CONCERT! if you
liked them at Homecoming, you'll love them
at Christmas! Saturday, Dec. 10th Strafford Room, MUB 7:30 PM , $3.00
student.
DON'T MISS THE NOTABLES! Relax
before finals at their Winter Concert Saturday, Dec. 1Oth--Strafford Rm., MUB 7:30 PM - $3.00 students.
Where can you win a weekend for two at
a ski resort, and Boston Hotels, ski passes,
dinners and much more? The Holiday Gift
Spree, Saturday December 1 0 from 6-8
pm in the MUB Pub. Hors d'oeuvres,
entertainment and a cash bar!! Sponsored
by the Hotel Sales and Marketing Association . Get your tickets at the MUB ticket
office!!
NOTABLES' WINTER CONCERT! if you
liked them at Homecoming, you'll love them
at Christmas! Saturday, Dec. 10th - Strafford Room, MUB 7:30 PM, $3.00 student.
DON'T MISS THE NOTABLES! Relax
before finals at their Winter Concert Saturday, Dec. 10th -- Strafford Room,
MUB- 7:30 PM - $3.00 students.
P.J ., Scotty, & Kel- What can I say - I was
NERVOUS! It must have been P.J .'s droopy
drawers . I really am loud & boisterous. I
swear!! Love The Red One w / the egg

Laura,

Had your picture taken
with Santa lately? Happy
21st birthday! You're the
best friend anyone could
hope for!
Love, Ro~

Bess - I hope you took good notes for this
test because I'm gonna need them to make
up for the 34 classes I skipped. Including
today's. - Your pal
Need last minute Christmas gifts? How
'bout a weekend at a ski resort, or in Boston,
ski passes, or dinner for two? Win these
unique gifts at the Holiday Gift Spree,
Saturday, December 10 from 6-8 pm in
the MUB Pub. Get your tickets at the MUB
Ticket Office.
CATHY BREEN IS GREAT! AND HER
FATHER IS FRED FLINSTONE.
Kelly S. We didn't know you hated snow
so much. Hope you're not so cranky, during
the winter. Poor Jack Frost wouldn't dare
nip at your nose. Where's your sense of
humor? Love, L & L.
EZ - You're the best, and I love you. D.
SM - If you want me to keep your little
secret, leave $250 in small unmarked bills
in the dumpster outside my apartment. And
no funny stuff.
Bora - Jen is my favorite and I AM HER
FAVORITE. How does it feel to be number
two?
PEACH - Thanks for PRIMO WEEKEND!
It was the best ever. XOXOXO Not so'
Mushy.
The New Hampshire Gentlemen would like
to invite you to start The Christmas Concert
at Johnson Theater Sunday December 11
at 7:30 pm.

If you have used I.V. drugs and shared _
Tina , THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!!
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
YOU'RE THE BEST!! I LOVE YOU! YOUR
for AIDS . For free, anonymous and nonLITTLE SIS, ANJALI.
judgemental AIDS antibody counseling
AMY S. - Friends may come And friends
and or testing call the office of Health
may go, But Big Sisters are forever! Thanks
Education and Promotion, Health Services
for everything! Love Amy.
Center, UNH, 862-3823.

DON'T M~SS OUT! - Barbados Break '89

What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ... feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862 -3405, Stuart Churchill - Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050, Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313, Marianne Fortescue, Student Activities 862-1524, Susan
Franzosa .' Dept. of Education 862 -2376 ,
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.

Alley Cat- Not bad for being over the hill.
Happy 22nd Birthday! -Iceman
Apt. 16 - Thanks for the ballsy bash Fri.
night. While it was great, it still didn't match
up to ours last year. But it was a nice try .
TO MY DEAREST K.T.- IF AT FIRST YOU
DON 'T SUCCEED, TRY, TRY, AGAIN! (BUT
. DON'T FORGET TO GO TO THE BA THROOM FIRSTI) LOVE-RIEKEN

SCHWARZENEGGER DEVITO

NS
i!~·

Only their
mother can
tell them
apart.
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421 Central Ave.
Dover 742-0747

bus
into

"BEAR TRACKS .NIGHT"
Canadian Night
At The
OY- CLUB
From 9-close

C&J I "RAILWAYS
742-5111
742-2990

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
s\·stem faster. too.

Revive with VIVARIN:

,I

I

.
I
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Enter the Zenith l)ata Syste1ns

~ERSof

.,,

.

INNOVATION
COMPETITION
Wm a $5,000* Zenith Computer System.
We're searching for tomorrows innovators.

If you've Qeveloped -or used software or hardware-that is compatible with
Zenith Data Systems products-to creatively ad~ a problem or task in your
field of study, we want to hear.from you.
You could win a $5,00<JI' Zenith Data.Systems computer system for yourself,
$5,00<JI' worth-of computer equipment for your college campus given in
your name, and national.-recognition ~m your peers.
For More Information And Official Rules, Call 1-800-553-0301.
Competition Ends March l, 1989. Void Where Prohibited.

2•"•

~

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON .

.,.._ alucl baled on curiffltZmith Daaa8)9teml'llalldard educ:alional pieing.

Alben Eillllein lianed by The Rogier' Richman~ lnc.-Beverly Hills. CA.
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Records set_ at
new facility
By Susan Mccarter
I
A bit of history was made on
Saturday when the .. women's
track team competed for the
first time on the refurbished
Paul Sweet Oval. Since this is
the first competition on the
track, each winner set a new
Paul Sweet Oval record.
It was an exciting day for the
team as a whole and some had
outstanding performances individually. Head coach Nancy
Krueger said, "It was an exciting
meet. We accomplished our goal
of opening the track and started
our season with some good
performances.''
An outstanding performances
came from senior Karen Wenmark in the 20 pound weight
throw. She threw for 46'5", to
give her not only a Paul Sweet
Oval record but a new school
record and qualification in the
New Englands. Coach Krueger
was especially pleased with her
performance because she is
recovering from a stress fracture
in her foot. Dana Carver from
Tufts placed second with 41'11"
and Chia Movizzo, UNH, placed
third with 40'6".
Carol Tate from Tufts set an
outstanding record in the high
jump with a leap of 5'8". Pamela
Reid, Joanne Marshall and
Kristy Sowning, all from UNH,
placed second, third, and fourth
with jumps of 5'.
In the shot put, Tufts took
first, second, and third. Wenmark placed fourth and Mary
Cate fifth with 33'8" and
30'8"throws, respectively.
UNH scored first and second
in the 4xl60 meter relay. With
a time of 1 :26.6. Team A,
consisting of Kristy Downing,
Alexandra W _a nnop, Kris
Grange and Kerry Fortier placed
first. Team B,Jen Poisson, Betsy _

Ewart, Tyche Hotchkiss and
Sandy Haile, placed second with
1:34.4.
Tufts Vera Stenhouse captured first place in the long jump
with a leap of 16'6". UNH
followed with a second and third
place. Laura Schofield, 15' 11"
and Kristine Grange with 15'1''
took those spots for the 'Cats.
Cathy Livingston~ an unassociated runner, won the 1500m
run with a time of 4:49.1. Tufts
took second an UNH placed
third, fourth, and fifth with Kim
Cilley in 5 :00.0, Jen Fladd in
5:12.1, and :Kim Heinz in 5:16.4.
In the 600 meter Carolyn
Sedwick was the only UNH
runner to place. She tied for
third with a time of 1:48. 7. In
the 55m dash Laura Schofield
was the victor with a time of
7.7.
Tammy Graser ran a strong
race and won the 800m. UNH
also took fourth, as Amy Entwistle crossed the line in 2:49.5.
UNH also had some excellent
performances in the 1000m.
Placing first, third and fourth
were Karen Cote, 3:18.8, Jennifer Leahy, 3:23.7, and Jennifer
Kopla, 3:25.1.
Kerry Fortier won the 200m
dash with a 27.0 sprint. Kristine
Grange placed third, 27 .8, and
Jennifer Poisson was fourth,
30.1. Poisson also placed third
in the triple jump, soaring 31'3".
Michelle Page of UNH took
fourth, 30'3". Tufts competitors
captured first and second.
Many unassociated athletes
ran in the 3000m, and they fared
well against, the collegiate competition. Kathy Brandell was
the winner with 9:48.7.
It was a great day for the
UNH track team. There were
many excellent and suprising
performances. But most of all,
it was nice to be home.
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\Tim Shields hopes to help get the men·s ice hockey team back on track after the 'Cats fell
I.to Providence 4-1 on Saturday. (Tim Farr photo)

Men collect first triumph
----- ..........

By David Aponovich
The UNH men's swimming
team, coming off a 162.5-75.5
loss to Ivy-power Dartmouth
last Tuesday, exploded for nine
first-place finishes Saturday,
including three by Jerry Bailey
and two by diver Jeff Yorzyk,
to win its first meet of the year,
135-106 over Holy Cross.
"They really had a good
meet," said coach Brenda Skelley. Tm really pleased. I think
they needed a morale boost."
Indeed, in its four meets
before Saturday, the men's team
was winless. But Bailey, who has
been the Wildcats'_!_op swimme.i:.

this year, gave another impressive performance, helping his
team with wins in the 1000- and
5000-yard freestyle and the 200
yard backstroke. The sophomore was only one second off
the school record (his own) in
the 1000 freestyle. Also, the
4: 51 :34 Bailey swam was the
fastest 500 freestyle time he has
posted at UNH, according to
Skelley.
The UNH divers continued
their improvement from early
season mediocrity by having
their top performance of the
season. Yorzyk, a freshman,
took first place in both the 1and 3-meter dives, while Clint
Bogard finished second in the
1-meter and third in the 3meter.
Henry Baker and Bob Quinn
won the 200 butterfly and the
100 freestyle, respectively, while
the Wildcats 400 medley team
of Quinn, Baker, Brian Kablik
and Gary Bowser took that
event.
The UNH women's team,
however, did not fare as well.
Though they lost to Holy Cross
160-140, the meet was much
cl9ser than indicated.

The team won only tive
events, but there were four
events they lost by less than half
a second: the 400 freestyle relay
(by only .04 seconds), 50 freestyle (.30 seconds), 100 freestyle
(.37 seconds), and 200 freestyle
(.44).
"This is a real disappointment," said Coach Skelley. "I
wanted to win." Who could
blame her. Last year the wornen's team lost to Holy Cross by
just two second~, and Saturday's
meet was the perfect chance to
repay the favor. "Every close
race just seemed to go their
way."
Maureen Hartnett ( 100 and
200 breast stroke), Kris Mallery
(200 butterfly), Meghan
McCarthy (100 butterfly) and
Karen Palmer (3-meter dive)
all had first place finishes for
the Wildcats. They also had
second place finishes in every
event but the 100 breast stroke
and 100 fly, both of which the
Wildcats won.
The men's team next sees
action today at home versus
Tufts, while the next combined
meet will be at home on Friday,
_against Boston College.
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Wildcat Week .

:

i

!swimming and Diving vs. Tufts
.
:
Tuesday at 4:00 pmi

fMen's Hockey vs. Brown

f

: ABCTelevision will be recording this game

:

♦

♦

i
Tuesday at 7:00 pm i
:Men's Basketball vs. UMass
i
i
Wednesday at 7:30 pm f

i
-i . .. ........ ---.!./J.1!!"$.c!~.Y-~U.:_QO PfJ'.11 .
The ~.men'"s sw1mm1rig aha aiving iearii "splasbecl into ilie win ·c olumn lor the first-time thi~
:women's Hockey vs. Harvard

season while the women's squad fell in a close contest. (Elizabeth Moulton photo)-

!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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Sports
Hol y Cro ss, BC
cru sh Wil dca ts
By J. Russell Pabst
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The men's basketball team could not seem to get the ball in the hoop last week as they lost
.
to Boston College and Holy Cross. (file photo)

Wo men spli t at Cla ssic
By Naomi Elvove
This weekend the UNH women's basketball team placed third
in the Warner's Classic. The
squad lost to eventual first place
finisher Fairfield College, 7558, but stopped Wagner College
by the score of 68-66.
According to Head Coach
Cathy Sanborn, "The total team
contribution was good." She
continued, "Overall I was very
pleased with our performance .
We had good floor shots, but
we were out-rebounde d in both
games."
The Fairfield game gave the
team a good indication of what
they need to work on in order

to succeed in future conference
play. According to senior cocaptain Carolyn Keaveny the
team's mental game was not at
its best, and they lacked the
confidence that is important for
a winning team.
Senior co-caprain Kris Kinney proved herself valuable with
seven rebounds and 17 points
against Fairfield. She contributed eight boards and 30 points
in the Wagner game. Her effort
was especially noticed late in
the Wagner game. With 15
seconds to go Kinney recovered
from the backcourt and
stretched to get the ball to keep
the opponents from gettifii off

'Ca ts tak e one
win on wee ken d
By Heather Grant
The women 's hockey team
split their two games this past
weekend, losing 1-0 to Providence College on Friday and
beating Cornell University 91 on Saturday.
Providence surprised the
Wildcats 58 seconds into the
first half when they scored the
only goal of the game. Freshman
goalkeeper Laura Stiles was able
to hold on for the rest of the
game but the UNH offense was
unable to score despite ournumbering PC in shots-on-goa l. It
was a frustrating night for the
Wildcats as they controlled
almost every aspect of the game,
even out-shooting their opponents 30-25.
TheLady'Ca tsrecoveredw ith
flying colors as they pummeled
Cornell University on Saturday
night. Six UNH players added
to the scoring but junior Heidi
Chalupnik led all scorers as she
accumulated 2 goals and 3
assists. Freshman Shawna Davidson and junior Andria Hun-

ter also .had 2 goals apiece and
3 assists combined between
them. Both.goals by Davidson
were the first of her college
career.
Defenders Lorna Moody and
Car?l Weston w~re als~ able to
get m on the scormg action with
one goal each. Freshman Leigh
Bixby also had her first goal as
.
a UNH pl~yer.
The act10n was rnterrupted
during the first period when a
thunderous slap, shot from
U~H player Molly Matthews
slipped under the facemask of
a Cornell defender. The Cornell
player left the ice with a fractured jawbone.
The goal keeper for Cornell
took a beating as UNH outshot
their.oppon en~ts by a 51-16
margrn. T:11e W 1ldcat ?efense,
led by sen10r Shelly D1Fronzo,
was also flawless, as th~y held
Cornell sc'?reless durrng all
three of their power plays.
_The Wildcats ended the week
with a 2-2 record. They will take
on Harvard at home on December 8 at 7 p.m ..

a potential game winning
three-poin t shot. She was
awarded the Warner's All Classic title for her overall outstanding achievements.
Junior Deb Dorsch and sophomore Julie Donlon also
performed well. Dorsch, with
10 points versus Fairfield and
18 points against Warner, maintained her steady, confident
playing techniques throughout
both games. Donlon, who tied
Kinney as the top point scorer
against Fairfield with 17,
handled the backcourt pressure
very well.
Right now the team is working on a more aggressive offense, higher rebounding percentages, and a greater sense
of working together for the
victO,:Y·

r

Just when things were looking up for the UNH men's
basketball team, the Wildcats
ran into two tough basketball
programs in Boston College and
Holy Cross.
The 'Cats dropped Thursday
night's game to Boston College,
who trounced them 90-76, and
on Saturday afternoon back in
the comforts of Lundholm Gymnasium, UNH saw the Crusaders of Holy Cross come in and
roll to a 89-73 victory.
On Thursday. night, the Wildcats witnessed the Dana Barros
show first-hand. Barros led the
Eagles with 32 points, seven
assists, six rebounds and three
steals.
The game started on an unusual note with BC's Corey
Beasley getting slapped with
a technical foul 13 seconds into
the game for hanging on to the
rim after slamming home a
monsterous dunk. Unfortunately, Eric Thielen failed to convert
on the technical free-throw.
UNH failed to score for the
first two and a half minutes and
they found themselves on the
short end of a 19-10 score with
13 minutes left.
The 'Cats battled back behind
Bob Cummins, who scored eight
points in \ess than five minutes
to even the score at 26 apiece.
The lead bounced back and forth
between the teams, and the first
half ended at a 38-38 tie.
In the second half, Boston
College began to pull away with
the help of Barros. Barros began
his assault with a steal and lay
up 30 seconds into the half, and
when he canned a pull-up three
pointer, BC had a six point
advantage.
The Eagles increased their
lead to 12 with a three point play
from Doug Able with a 13: 12
left in the contest. - -

The 'Cats- wouldn'tg; t-any
closer than seven with Barros
and Steve Benton (24 points ,
12 rebounds) supplying the
offense for Boston College.
On a positive note, freshman
Joe Spitale turned in a solid
performance for New Hampshire, leading the 'Cats with 17
points. Bob Cummins, Jeff Carr
and Eric Thielen all had 11
points in a losing ·effort.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Wildcats entertained Holy Cross
with hopes of forgetting about
Dana Barros and the rest of the
BC squad. Unfortunate ly, it
didn't turn out to be that way.
This time it was Dwight
Pernell's turn to be the "Cat
Killer." Pernell pumped in 29
points for the Crusaders in front
of 785 fans at Lundholm Gymnasium.
Unlike the BC game, UNH
was down early and never threatened the Holy Cross lead.
Dowm by nine at the half (3930), the Crusaders' Glenn Tropf
pushed the Holy Cross lead to
15 wi_th six of his 18 ·points.
Once again Joe Spitale had
an impressive outing, netting
19 points, 12 of which came in
the second haH. Eric Theilen
added 16 points for the Wildcats
in the loss which drops the
Wildcats to 1-3.
Freshman Paris Dryden made
his debut for UNH, having been
rehabilitate d from an ankle
injury that has kept him out of
action for the past month.
Dryden played only nine minutes, but scored seven points
in his limited appearance.
New Hampshire will play
host to Massachusetts on Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m. Last
year the Minutemen cruised to
a 92-67 win, and they hold a 5928 series record lead against the
\YlilrlrM~
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Even- a swarm qf defenders could not stop the women's ice hockey team as they trounced <.;ornell
Saturday after drqp_ping a close game to Providence on Friday. (Heather Barclay photo}

